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(ABSTRACT) 

Model-following control design methodology is introduced for nonlinear plants and 

models. The plant equations are considered to be linear in the control input. Dynamic 

matching conditions are presented and the resulting error dynamics are given. The sta- 

bility of error dynamics is ensured, using Liapunov’s second theorem; by modifying the 

model state rates, which effectively introduces error feedback. 

The methodology is applied to two problems. Motion control of an n-link manipulator 

with torque controllers on each linkage, and control of an aircraft lacking direct control 

of lift and side force. The former represents the systems where all of the degrees of 

freedom can be controlled, and the latter represents the systems where only some of the 

degrees of freedom can be controlled. 

The aircraft control problem is analyzed in more detail. The resulting control law does 

not require any explicit gain scheduling, but instead, requires estimates of the stability 

and control derivatives. A method is proposed to compensate for actuator dynamics. 

The control law is then verified by simulating some maneuvers on the aircraft model 

provided for the AIAA Controls Design Challenge, which includes nonlinear and full- 

envelope aerodynamic and engine models, and rate and position limited controls. The 

maneuvers simulated include a level acceleration and a 3-g turn.
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1.0 Introduction 

The main objective of a model-following control system is to force the actual system 

(plant) to behave like a predetermined model system. A well designed model-following 

control law should drive the error between the model states and the plant states to zero. 

The model is selected to have desired response characteristics which satisfy the design 

requirements. One may even select a model purely for simulation reasons, like in-flight 

simulator applications. In-flight simulators are flying platforms designed to provide ex- 

act motion and vision cues for the investigation of pilot-model interactions. 

“Perfect model-following” and “dynamic matching” terms are used in the literature 

interchangeably, to describe the models that a given plant can follow exactly. Algebraic 

tests are developed by Erzberger [1] for checking if perfect model-following is possible 

or not, for a given pair of linear plant and linear model. When this test fails, one may 

either use a design based on the minimization of a quadratic performance index in terms 

of plant-model state error, or he may choose to modify the model slightly, in order to 

satisfy the conditions for perfect model-following. The latter method has been applied 

by Durham, et al. [2] where the model is modified through a parameter optimization, so 
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that the modified model resembles to the original one, and at the same time satisfies the 

perfect model-following conditions. It is reported that model modification requires less 

control effort than error minimization for the same performance [3]. 

As with most control design methods, model-following usually deals with linear systems, 

since linear control theory has been well established and developed to a high level of 

maturity. A review of literature and methods on linear model-following problems as well 

as an introduction to nonlinear problems is given 1n reference 4. 

However, many problems deal with nonlinear systems which can not be adequately re- 

presented by linearized equations. Control designs based on linearizations work locally 

for the original system and may need extensive gain scheduling. If the system parameter 

variations are large, gain scheduling may not even be feasible due to the large number 

of linearizations needed. High performance aircraft can be considered as a good example 

for highly nonlinear systems. Not only are the equations governing aircraft dynamics 

nonlinear, having inertial and force couplings and gravity terms, but the force and mo- 

ment terms included in those equations contain aerodynamic and thrust nonlinearities, 

as well. 

Recently, dynamic inversion based control laws have received attention for aircraft ap- 

plications [5,6,7]. The concept, basically, is to invert dynamical and kinematical 

equations to cancel nonlinearities, such as gyroscopic effects in the moment equations 

[6]. The system (plant) is then given the desired dynamics (model). The simulation results 

of a dynamic inversion based control law have been compared with those of a gain- 

scheduled control law and found to be superior for high angle of attack roll maneuvers. 

It is also stated that linear gain-scheduled design performed well for small angular rates 

[5]. 
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Motyka extends linear model-following control ideas to cover nonlinear and rate de- 

pendent systems in reference 8. He considers the plant equations linear in the controls, 

to solve explicitly for the contro! vector. Minimization of some functional of the error 

is suggested, rather than zero error solution (perfect model-following), in the formulation 

of the model-following control law for nonlinear systems. 

Boye, et al. [9] propose a method for controlling deterministic nonlinear systems. A 

control law is formulated that forces the response of a given nonlinear system to follow 

the response of a predetermined linear system, which meets some design criteria. In es- 

sence the nonlinearities of the original system are canceled and replaced by the desired 

linear terms. This is referred to as “dynamic linearization”. They also provide conditions 

for the existence of a control that will achieve dynamic linearization, using the implicit 

function theorem. In fact, these conditions can be used for any model dynamics, linear 

or nonlinear. A linear model is preferred over a nonlinear model because the design re- 

quirements are often expressed in terms of damping ratios, frequencies, etc. A weighted 

least squares approach for the minimization of the error rates between the model and the 

plant is suggested, if one fails to find a solution for the control vector. This approach is 

very similar to the application of quadratic optimization for the linear model-following 

problems when the criteria for perfect model-following can not be met. Boye, et al. ex- 

tend dynamic linearization technique to include nonlinear stochastic problems [10]. 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the classification of the equations 

governing nonlinear mechanical systems, including the relevant notation. A slight devi- 

ation is made in the notation introduced in reference 4. Type 1, type 2, and type 3 

equations are referred to as kinematical, uncontrolled dynamical, and controlled dy- 

namical equations, respectively. Plants that are linear in the control input are considered. 
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This assumption is not needed in the derivation, but makes it easier to solve for the 

control vector. Most nonlinear mechanical systems, including those from aircraft dy- 

namics and robotics, can be modeled quite well by such a structure. 

A formulation for model-following control laws for nonlinear plants and nonlinear 

models is presented in Chapter 3. The uniqueness of the resulting control law is related 

to the redundancy of controls. An attempt is made to find conditions for perfect 

model-following. A stable error dynamics in the presence of nonzero error is shown to 

be possible by modifying the model dynamics. 

Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to applications. Model-following control laws are formu- 

lated for rigid, planar robotic manipulators in Chapter 4. The example demonstrates the 

case where one can control all of the degrees of freedom. An example from aircraft dy- 

namics is presented in Chapter 5. Due to lack of having direct lift control and direct side 

force control, it will not be possible to control all six degrees of freedom. Stability of 

error dynamics is assured for both problems, using Liapunov’s second (or direct) 

method, which involves the utilization of certain auxiliary functions, called Liapunov 

functions. 

Simulation results for the aircraft control problem is presented in Chapter 6, as well as 

the conclusions, and recommendations for further improvements. Appendix A is de- 

voted to describe the aircraft model that is used as a plant in the simulations. Equations 

of motion for rigid aircraft is derived in Appendix B. Finally, the source code of the 

FORTRAN implementation of aircraft control laws is given in Appendix C. 
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2.0 Classification of Mechanical Systems 

A general standard form for model-following control problems involving nonlinear 

plants and models is described in reference 4. In this thesis, we will consider a more 

specific form, one which is linear in the state rates. The form is assumed to be linear in 

the controls also, for the plant. We may write this form as: 

Tx = f(x) + g(x)u (2.1) 

where x is the state vector of dimension 2n, and u is the control vector of dimension 

m’. Only m of these controls will be functionally independent! with m’ = m. f is a vector 

valued, generally nonlinear, function of the states x and is of dimension 2n, whereas g 

is a 2nxm’ matrix dependent on the states x. T is a constant, 2nx2n matrix indicating the 

couplings between state rates. The following classification can be made for systems re- 

presented by Eq. (2.1). 

  

1 One should check the elements of g in order to decide on the state that a certain control predominantly 
influences, associating each control with a state. If each of the controls are associated with a different 
State, they are called as functionally independent. If two or more controls are associated with the same 
state, they are called functionally dependent (or redundant) controls. 
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2.1 Kinematical Equations 

Kinematical equations include analytic relations for the geometry of motion disregarding 

the forces causing the motion [11]. Therefore, there is no explicit dependence on any 

control. There are n kinematical equations and the corresponding n states. Furthermore, 

we assume that the state rate terms are decoupled from each other. We may write them 

as: 

x* = f*(x) (2.2) 

where, x‘ is an n vector of kinematical states and f* is a vector valued nonlinear function 

of the states x and is also of dimension n. 

2.2 Dynamical Equations 

Dynamical equations differ from the kinematical equations in that they are dependent 

on physical forces (or moments) which depend on the states x, the controls u, and their 

time derivatives. There are n dynamical equations and the corresponding n dynamical 

states. The number of functionally independent controls determines the number of dy- 

namical states or degrees of freedom? that we can control directly. In order to distinguish 

between the directly controlled states and the remaining dynamical states, we further 

decompose the dynamical equations as follows: 

  

2 The number of degrees of freedom of a system is the minimum number of states whose derivative can be 
a function of any physically possible external force or moment. 
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2.2.1 Controlled Equations 

There are m equations and the corresponding m states that are directly controlled and 

they are represented as: 

Tx’ = f(x) + g°(x)u + h’(x)x" (2.3) 

where, x° is an m vector of controlled states and f* is a vector valued function of the 

states x and of dimension m. g* is an mxm’ matrix and h’ is an mx(n-m) matrix, both 

being dependent on the states x. T° is a constant, mxm matrix. The dependence on the 

uncontrolled state rates through h* comes from the fact that it may not be possible to 

decouple the uncontrolled and controlled state rates from the n dynamical equations, in 

general. 

2.2.2 Uncontrolled Equations 

There are (n-m) equations and corresponding (n-m) states that are not directly con- 

trolled through u. They are represented as: 

T’x" = f(x) + g"(x)ut h(x)x° (2.4) 

where, x” is an (n-m) vector of uncontrolled states and f« is vector valued function of the 

states x and of dimension (n-m). g* is an (n-m)xm’ matrix and h¢ is an (n-m)xm matrix, 

both being dependent on the states x. T° is a constant, (n-m)x(n-m) matrix. The de- 

pendence on the controlled state rates is due to the same fact given above for the con- 

trolled equations. The dependence on controls u through g* should not cause any 
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confusion since the controls may have secondary effects on the uncontrolled states while 

they primarily affect controlled states. In other words, the absolute values of the ele- 

ments of g” are smaller than those of g’, for each column. 

Note that, if the number of functionally independent controllers is equal to the number 

of dynamical equations (or degrees of freedom), i.e. m=n; then all of the dynamical 

equations will be controlled and there will be no uncontrolled equations. 

Selection of the uncontrolled equations and the associated states is based on engineering 

judgements about the system dynamics and the availabilities and effectivenesses of the 

controls. This will be illustrated in Chapter 5 for the aircraft control example. 
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3.0 Model Following Control 

A plant is defined as the actual system to be controlled and a model is defined as the 

system that has the desired dynamic properties. We first want to achieve dynamic 

matching between the plant and the model, 1. x,=xX,. For this purpose, a model- 

following control law for nonlinear plants and nonlinear models is developed in this 

chapter. 

Also, dynamics of the error between the model states and the plant states is investigated 

for its stability. It will be shown that the error dynamics can be arbitrarily assigned for 

the controlled states of the plant, x‘, by the modification of the controlled model dy- 

namics, 1.€. X%m- 

In Chapter 2, equations of nonlinear systems are separated into three distinct types. 

These three types of equations are given by Eqs. (2.2-2.4) and they are used for repres- 

enting the plant equations. Subscripts p and m indicate the plant and the model, re- 

spectively. 
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It is assumed that the model and the plant have the same number of degrees of freedom, 

and the same number of states, i.e., 

dim (x,) = dim (x,,) 

where, 

k k X p Xm 

x, =| x° and =| x’ 3.1 p—|*p Xm =| Xm (3.1) 

u u 
X'y Xm 

For the plant, 

x = f(x) (3.2) 

TX p = f p(X) + B°p(Xp)up + h',(Xp)X'p (3.3) 

TpX' p = Fy(X,) + B'p(Xp)Uy + hh’, (X,)*'p (3.4) 

Exact structure of the model equations is not needed in the derivation of model- 

following control law. So, a more general form is assumed for the model dynamical 

equations, instead of a form linear in the control input. The separation of controlled 

and uncontrolled model equations is done in correspondence to the plant equations. 

x, = f* n(Xm) (3.5) 

TinX im = Fin(Xms Uns Xm) (3.6) 

TinX m = Fin(Xms Uns Xm) (3.7) 
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We require that the kinematical equations given by Eqs. (3.2) and (3.5) have the same 

functional form for the plant and for the model. We further require that the coupling 

of uncontrolled state rates is similar for both. That is, 

f(x) = f*,,(x) = f(x) (3.82) 

Vat =T (3.8) 

3.1 Control Law for Dynamic Matching 

In this section, it is shown that dynamic matching can be achieved unconditionally for 

the controlled dynamic states. In Section (3.2), the conditions are given under which one 

can achieve this for all of the states. 

From Eq. (3.3), least squares solution for u, may be written as 

u, = (2°,(x,))” [Tx ~~ f(x) ™ h’(x,)X"p] (3.9) 

where, (g*,(x,))* stands for any suitable generalized inverse of plant control matrix 

(g°,(x,)) , which is mxm’. 

For dynamic matching in controlled dynamic states, we replace x‘, by x’,, in Eq. (3.9) to 

yield: 

u, = (2° (Xp) (TX — f° (x,) — h’,(x,)X"p] (3.10) 
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Eq. (3.10) forms the basis of model-following control law. As implied by the generalized 

inverse, the solution for plant control vector may not be unique. One can make the fol- 

lowing classification with respect to uniqueness. 

e All controls are functionally independent 

In other words, there are no redundant controls. Since m’=m, the generalized inverse 

of g*, > becomes a regular inverse, and the solution given by Eq. (3.10) is unique. The 

existence of such a solution is guaranteed if g*, has full rank. Note that this solution may 

not be attainable because of physical limitations of controls, such as position and rate 

saturations. 

© Control redundancy for at least one degree-of-freedom 

For this case, there are more controllers than the controlled states. Since m’>m, there 

is at least one solution for the generalized inverse, if g°, has full rank of m and this sol- 

ution is of the form of a m’ by m right generalized inverse [12], satisfying; 

g°(8°p) =In (3.11) 

Therefore, the solution for plant control vector u, is not unique. Again, some of these 

solutions may not be attainable because of physical limitations of controls. One can use 

various criteria such as control energy and control effectiveness to decide on a suitable 

solution. Considering control energy, we can minimize the Euclidean norm of the sol- 

ution vector for u, using the following right inverse [13]: 

  

3 gy = 8°p(xp) 
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(2°) = (g°,) Te (2) 1 

which satisfies Eq. (3.11). 

(3.12) 

A different solution is proposed in reference 14, for the solution of Eq. (3.4) for the plant 

control vector. It is reported to have better properties than the minimum norm solution 

explained above, such as a better exploitation of the available control power. 

3.2. Error Dynamics 

We define the error and error rate vectors as follows: 

    

rs 7 

ef X'm— Xp 

e=l/el=|x,-X> 

d e Xm — X'p 

L _ 

Tok ek 

e = e° = Xin — Xp 

d , e Xm — Xp 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Dynamic matching can be achieved for the controlled dynamic states, if Eq. (3.10) is 

applied to the plant, ie., 
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Rewriting e, using Eqs.(3.8), (3.14) and (3.15), 

f(x) — (xp) 

eé = 0 (3.16) 

(TY) "LF (Xns Uns X) — £45(X) — oY o(Xp)Up — bY, (x,)X] 

Assume that initially model and plant states are aligned, ie., x, =x,=xX. From Eq. 

(3.16), 

é} =0 (3.17) 

If and only if, 

Fin(X, Up, X) — f(x) — g',(x)u, — h',(x)x" = 0 (3.18) 

Eqs. (3.8) and (3.18) constitute the necessary conditions to achieve model matching for 

all states. Note that, dynamic matching guarantees that errors will remain zero always, 

only if they are zero initially. However, for real applications, we always expect some kind 

of external disturbance or plant uncertainty, that will cause errors. The error dynamics 

must be shown to be stable. 
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3.3. Assignment of Error Dynamics 

Error dynamics for the controlled dynamical states can be arbitrarily assigned by modi- 

fying the model controlled dynamical equations [4]. This modified model is referred to 

as control model and is denoted by the subscript cm. The definition is as follows: 

X om = x m 

C x 
X om = X mt fom(Xms X,) 

Xam = Xm (3.19) 

As can be seen from Eq. (3.19), the only difference between control model dynamics and 

model dynamics is the addition of the control model function fem{Xm,X,) to the controlled 

dynamical equations of model. fem(Xmn,X,) 18 typically a vector function (generally nonlin- 

ear) of the errors between model and plant states and it should vanish whenever these 

errors are zero. That is, 

fom(Xms Xm) =0 (3.20) 

which implies 

Xm) = Xn (3.21) 

The control law that will achieve dynamic matching of the plant and the control model 

can be found from Egn. (3.10) by replacing x°*, by Xem: 

Uy” = (B°p(Xp))* [TX om — F(X) — bY (%p)X"p] (3.22) 
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so that, 

uy =U, > XS = Xm = x (3.23) 

We may write the error dynamics using Eqs. (3.8), (3.14), (3.19) and (3.23); 

f"(x,,) ~ f*(x,) 

e = — fom(Xm,Xp) (3.24) 

(T) "LF e(Xms Uns x’) ~ (Xp) ~ g'p(X,)U, ~ h'(x,)x‘] 

It is seen that error dynamics of the controlled dynamical states of the plant can be 

modified by selecting a control model function. 

3.4 Stability of Error Dynamics 

Although error dynamics for controlled dynamic states may be arbitrarily assigned, we 

must make sure that the overall error dynamics are stable. Control model functions are 

chosen, subject to Eq. (3.20), so that this is achieved. 

In general, error dynamics given by Eq. (3.24) are nonlinear, so we must use a suitable 

stability theorem. 

Liapunov’s Second Theorem 

A very general method for examining the stability of both linear and nonlinear systems 

has been given by A. M. Liapunov (1857-1918). This method is called Liapunov’s sec- 
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ond or direct method and leads to three basic kinds of theorems, namely: stability the- 

orems, asymptotic stability theorems, and instability theorems [15]. We will make use 

of the asymptotic stability theorem. 

We consider an unforced system with an equilibrium state at the origin. Define a 

Liapunov function candidate, which is a scalar function having the property of being 

zero at the origin and positive everywhere else. We can think of such a function as the 

total energy of the system. 

Now, suppose that the system is perturbed to a nonzero state, where the energy level is 

positive by definition. If the system dynamics are such that the energy of the system is 

monotonically decreasing with time, then the energy level of the system eventually re- 

duces to zero. It is possible to conclude the asymptotic stability of the origin under ad- 

ditional assumptions. We may cast these ideas into a mathematical form as follows: 

Theorem The equilibrium point 0 of an unforced autonomous system described by 

X = F(x) is asymptotically stable, if there exists a continuously differentiable, positive 

definite function V(x), such that — V(x) = — (@V/@x)F(x) is a positive definite function. 

The main difficulty encountered in applying the method is finding a suitable Liapunov 

function candidate that will satisfy the theorem above. Reference 17 presents a survey 

of some of the more important basic methods for generating suitable Liapunov function 

candidates. In Chapters 4 and 5, quadratic Liapunov function candidates are seen to 

be suitable for robotics and aircraft dynamics applications. 
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4.0 Control of Manipulators 

4.1 Equations of Motion 

Equations of motion for a point mass, n-link, planar robotic manipulator can be written 

in closed form as [17]: 

t = M(0)0 + V(O, @) + G(O) (4.1) 

where, 

© is an nxl vector of angular positions of the arms, 

t is an nxl torque vector supplied by the joint actuators, 

M(@) is an nxn mass matrix of the manipulator, 

V(, ©) is an nxl vector of centrifugal and Coriolis terms, 

G(®) is an nxl vector of gravity terms, 

and n is the number of links (degrees of freedom) of the manipulator. 
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The form in Eq. (4.1) assumes rigid body mechanics and no friction. Also, the inductance 

of the actuator motors at the joints are neglected. This last assumption implies that we 

can command torque directly [17]. The geometry and variables are shown in Figure | for 

a two-link manipulator. 

We can put Eq. (4.1) into a system of 2n, first order differential equations as follows: 

e o 0 
= 4] + 4 t (4.2) 

6 ~M~'(@)[V(@, 6) + G(@)] M7'(0) 

The mass matrix M(Q) is always symmetric and positive definite, and is, therefore, 

invertible [17]. Note that, Eq. (4.2) is linear in the control inputs (torques) and is in ex- 

actly the same form as Eq. (2.1), with no state rate coupling, ie. T= I... 

To give an idea about the nonlinearity involved in Eq. (4.2), the mass, gravity, 

centrifugal and coriolis terms for a two-link manipulator are given below. The derivation 

of these terms is beyond the scope of this thesis and the results are taken directly from 

[17]. For simplicity, the point masses on each link and the lengths of the arms are as- 

sumed to be unity. 6, and @ are the angular positions of the arms. 

  

2 cos(@.)+3 cos(@,) +1 
M(®) = 

| cos(@) + 1 I 

| = sin(@,)6,? — 2 sin(6,)6,6, 
V(0, 6) = - 

sin(@,)0, 

gcos(O, + 62) + 2g cos(6,) 
GO) = (4.3) 

g cos(6, + 8.) 
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4.2 Dynamic Matching Conditions 

From Eq. (4.2), it is seen that there are n kinematical equations and n dynamical 

equations. The number of independent controls is equal to degrees of freedom (n) since 

there is a torque controller at each link. At this point, we also note that there is no 

control redundancy, such as having more than one torque controller at a particular link. 

AS a consequence of having an independent controller for each degree of freedom, we 

conclude that there are no uncontrolled dynamical equations. Using the notation intro- 

duced in Chapter 2; 

x"=x°=0 (4.4) 

x° = —M_'(x)[V(x) + G(x)] ++M(x)t (4.5) 

The plant is governed by Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5). For dynamic matching, model and plant 

should satisfy Eqs. (3.8) and (3.18). Eqs. (3.8b) and (3.18) are satisfied already since there 

are no uncontrolled dynamical equations for the plant, and correspondingly, for the 

model. 

The condition given by Eq. (3.8a) simply states that the functional form of the 

kinematical equations should be the same for the plant and the model. This is also sat- 

isfied, if; 
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Xn = Xm (4.6) 

4.3 Control Model Selection 

A control law of the form Eq. (3.10) will achieve dynamic matching, but the errors be- 

tween the states of the plant and the model will not vanish if any disturbance (external 

or plant uncertainty) cause them to drift apart. The technique given in Section 3.3 is 

used to have a stable error dynamics for nonzero initial error. 

The control model dynamics may be written as follows: 

«Rk «Kk 
X om = Xm 

Kom = Xm + fom(Xms Xp) (4.7) 

fen , the control model function, is an nx1 vector. From Eqs. (3.22) and (4.1), the control 

law that will achieve dynamic matching between the plant and the control model can 

be written as: 

ah = M(Xx,)Xom + G(X,) + V(X,) (4.8) 

so that, 

XD = Kom (4.9) 
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Note that, this solution for control vector is unique since there are no redundant con- 

trollers. 

Error Dynamics 

The error dynamics can be written using Eqs. (4.4-4.9); 

—k c c 

p e 

e=| |= = = (4.10) 
e° Xin — x° _ fom(Xms X,) a Fm(Xms X,) 

The stability of error dynamics may be guaranteed by a suitable selection of a control 

model vector function. We define the following Liapunov function candidate. 

n 

V(e) = > ite + ye) wiv > 0 (4.11) 
i=] 

where, y; ‘s are error weighting parameters, and 

- “ — 

k c | 
ey ey 

k eX, c ey 
e = , e= ; i=l,...,n (4.12) 

k c 
ej |         

It is clear that V>0, if e+ 0. We differentiate Eq. (4.11) with respect to t, 
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n 

+ V = > (ate + yee) (4.13) 

i=] 

We select control model functions such that; 

V<0, for Ve,e° and V=0 = eX e°=0. (4.14) 

Examining Eq. (4.10), we select the following control model functions: 

Sem. 

. Si vy; cm,2 

Semi = A; ey + ve ej fom = (4. 15) 
i : 

Somn     
where A; ‘s are error correcting parameters. Using Eqs. (4.10) and (4.15), we rewrite Eq. 

(4.13); 

n n 

+ V = » Gite é — yes fom) =- » Arviley (4.16) 

i=l i=] 

y* ‘s are redundant and are set to unity. For satisfying Eq. (4.14), we select J, ’s to be 

positive. So, selecting the control model functions in the form given by Eq. (4.15) assures 

asymptotic stability for the overall error dynamics, and at the same time allows us to 

assign error dynamics of the controlled states through /,, as given by Eq. (4.10). Note 
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that these control model functions vanish under zero error conditions, which is a re- 

quirement. 

Using Eqs. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.15), the required torques at the joints can be found as: 

th = M(x,) [X°, + Ae’ + Fe“] + G(x,) + V(x,) (4.17) 

where, AandI are nxn matrices with diagonal elements 4,and y‘, i= 1,... ,n, respec- 

tively. 

The resulting control law for this highly nonlinear system turns out to be rather simple, 

since the control model functions given by Eq. (4.15) are linear. This is due to having 

a very simple form for the kinematical equations, as given by Eq. (4.4), and having a 

torque controller at each joint, thus being able to control all of the degrees of freedom 

and avoiding any uncontrolled dynamical equations from the formulation. 
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Figure 1. Two-link manipulator geometry and variables: Point masses at distal end of links. 
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5.0 Aircraft Control 

In this chapter, the model-following control] technique is applied to a system with fewer 

functionally independent controllers than degrees of freedom. The system consist of an 

aircraft with conventional control surfaces, thus lacking direct lift and direct side force 

control. So, only four of the existing six degrees-of-freedom can be directly controlled. 

The technique has been successfully applied to control the mathematical model * of an 

aircraft without direct side force control, but with direct lift control, through large atti- 

tude and angle of attack changes [4]. 

Model-following control system enables the dynamics of the aircraft (plant) to be 

matched with the dynamics of the model aircraft. The model aircraft and the actual 

aircraft (plant) are governed by the same equations of motion, but their force and mo- 

ment characteristics differ. This makes the in-flight simulators an ideal application for 

model-following control. 

  

4 The mathematical model is the plant that we control in the simulations. It is not the model that has the 
desired dynamics and that we want our plant to follow. 
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5.1 CDC Aircraft 

The mathematical model that we will use as our plant is described in Appendix A. This 

aircraft model is developed primarily for the AIAA Controls Design Challenge and will 

simply be referred to as CDC aircraft. It represents a generic, state-of-the-art, high- 

performance aircraft and includes detailed, full-envelope, nonlinear aerodynamics, and 

full-envelope thrust and first-order engine response data. The envelope includes a maxi- 

mum Mach number of 2.3 and an altitude limit in the 50 to 60 kft range. Reference 18 

further describes the structure and implementation of this model. 

5.2 Equations of Motion 

Equations of motion for a rigid aircraft are given in Appendix B. With appropriate 

subscripts on the terms, the same set of equations apply both to the plant and to the 

model. 

5.2.1 Selection of Controlled Dynamical Equations 

The CDC aircraft control variables consist of horizontal stabilizers which are capable 

of symmetric and differential movement, ailerons, rudder and throttle. Position limits, 

rate limits and sign conventions for control surfaces is given in Table 4. Although there 

are five control variables, only four of them are functionally independent (m’=5 and 
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m= 4). There is a control redundancy due to having both differential tail and ailerons 

with the same predominant influence, namely, rolling moment generation. 

For typical aircraft, engine thrust is nearly aligned with x-body axis and the control 

surfaces produce large rolling, pitching and yawing moments but relatively small forces. 

This is also true for CDC aircraft, where thrust is entirely along x-body axis, and force 

derivatives of control surfaces are modeled as zero, except the side force contributions 

of differential tail, ailerons and rudder, and lift-drag contribution of elevator (symmetric 

tail). 

So, an intuitive choice will include three moment equations and x-body axis force 

equation for the controlled dynamical equations. The corresponding states are P, Q, R, 

and U, i.e. body axis angular rates and x-body axis velocity. Mathematically, it is obvi- 

ous from Eq. (3.9) that we should avoid an ill-conditioned inversion of g*,, since this may 

result in unbounded control inputs which will cause saturation. For this problem, g’, 

consist of those force and moment derivatives of the control variables that influence the 

selected controlled dynamical equations. So, choosing another set of equations (and 

corresponding states) will result in different g*, matrices, and hence different condition 

numbers. 

Elgersma [19] studied different combinations of controlled state variables for his partial 

dynamic inversion based control law, for aircraft applications. P, Q, R, U selection is 

reported to result in a “g matrix” that has much larger minimum singular value than 

other choices, for an aircraft with conventional controls; throttle, ailerons, rudder and 

elevator. He also suggested to avoid V and W (y-body axis and z-body axis velocities) 

as controlled states due to their non-minimum phase dynamics, although, for nonlinear 
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systems, this concept is not as clear as its linear counterpart. It is noted that attempting 

to invert non-minimum phase dynamics resulted in unbounded control signals [19]. 

Having selected the moment equations and x-body axis force equation as controlled 

equations, we may partition the state vector as follows: 

and x = (5.1) 

SC 
wm 

©) N 

        
Go, 91 G2, G3 are Euler parameters for earth to body transformation; U, V, W are body 

axis velocities along x-, y-, z-body axes, respectively and P, Q, R are body axis angular 

velocities. Examining Eq. (B.15), it is seen that the position of the aircraft with respect 

to earth is controllable through the body axis linear velocities, U, V, W. Since V and W 

are not directly controllable, the kinematical states defining the position of the aircraft 

are not included in Eq. (5.1). However, the dependence of the forces and moments on 

the altitude will be taken into account in the computation of the control law. 
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5.2.2 Aerodynamic & Thrust Forces and Moments 

The aerodynamic and thrust forces and moments are adequately modeled as functions 

of states, state rates and control positions and in terms of stability and control deriva- 

tives. The state rate dependence is usually assumed to be negligible except the z-body 

axis force (Z) and pitching moment (M) dependences on rate of change of angle of at- 

tack , or equivalently W. Considering this fact and the use of stability and control de- 

rivatives, we may write the forces and moments as: 

6 m' 

XxX, u) = X%y + ) Xa + DX 6) = + x" 
i=] i=] 

6 m’ 

Y(x,X, u) = Yo+ ) Vex + DY56) = PX + ¥" 
i=1 i= 1 

6 m 

Z(x, % U) = Zp + ) Zyx' + > 256, + ZW = ZX 4 Z+ ZW 
a _ (5.2) 

L(x, Xu) = Lp + ) Lyx’) + ) Lg d) = LX + L" 
i=] i=] 

t 6 m 

M(x, X, w) = My + > Myx’) + Mg 5, + MW = M* + M" + MW 
i=1 i=] 

6 m 

N(x, XW) = No + D Nyx’) + DNsdr = NX +N 
i=] i= 1 

x,=| 3 | and x= | 2 | , ete. (5.3) 
ref wt deg 
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6, represents any of the m’ controls, whereas, x’, represents perturbations of dynamical 

states, namely, U, V, W, P, Q, and R, from their reference values. Terms with subscripts 

O stands for the (possible) non-zero values of the forces and moments at the reference 

condition. Superscripts x and u are used to indicate the force and moment contributions 

of the states and the controls, respectively. However, it should be noted that the stability 

and control derivatives themselves, are functions of the states and the controls due to 

changing reference conditions. 

For the plant (CDC aircraft), m’=5 and the control vector is u,=[6. 6. 64 6, 6:]', 

corresponding to elevator, ailerons, differential tail, rudder and throttle. The number and 

configuration of controls for the model aircraft are not known and not needed in the 

control law, except some assumptions that will be made about uncontrolled dynamical 

equations in Section 5.3. 

5.2.3 Standard Form 

Using Eq.(5.2) for the forces and moments, we may group the equations of motion in 

the form given by Eqs.(2.2-2.4). 

Kinematical equations: 

        

qo (—9,P— 42 — %R) 

ck q 1 | %P- G2 + OR) 
X=] [=> (5.4) 

G2 ( 93P + a2 — 4,8) 

} 3 |  ( —@mP+qQ+ qoR) 
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Controlled Dynamical Equations: 

    

    

    

lr. 0 —Iy 0 

T°x* = 0 by 0 0 Q 

-Il, 9 I, O 

0 0 0 m |U 

; : _ (5.5) 
(Iyy — 1,,)OR + 12PQ + L* + L" 

(I, — Iy,)PR + 1,,(R? — P*) + M* + M"+ MW 

(Lx — Gy)PQ — L,0R+ N* + N° 

m(RV — QW) + 2mg(q193 — 9092) + X* + X" 

Uncontrolled Dynamical Equations: 

1 0 V 
Tx" = Z,, . 

| 9 (1 _ +) W 

(5.6) 
L yy 

PW — RU + 28(9993 + 9091) + a ta 

~ 2 2 2, 2, Z , Z 
QU — PV + 2¢(9 -9 -2 +) +4 +   

5.3 Dynamic Matching Conditions 

As mentioned before, the equations above can be used both for the plant and the model. 

The distinction will be made by using subscripts p and m respectively. 
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Dynamic matching conditions are given by Eqs. (3.8) and (3.18). Eq.(3.8a) is satisfied 

already since plant and model kinematical equations have the same functional form 

given by Eq.(5.4). Eq.(3.8b) is satisfied if 

(1% 
P 

(5.7) ll 

a
n
 | 3|
N | 

w 

m 
  For typical aircraft, <1 (see Table 1). So, we may assume that Eq. (5.7) is true 

Condition given by Eq. (3.18) can be satisfied if; 

[4] -[4], ‘9 
P 

        

and if; 

[or | -[4r] [4] - Lr], 69) 
P m P 

    

Eq. (5.8) essentially requires the plant and the model to have the same force character- 

istics due to states, along y-body and z-body axes. Examining Eqs. (5.2) and (5.8) and 

assuming that model and plant have the same reference values for the states, we can 

conclude that Eq.(5.8) is equivalent to requiring the model and plant to have the same 

stability derivatives for X and Z forces, provided that their masses are the same. 

Eq. (5.9) requires that plant and model have the same force characteristics due to their 

controls, along y-body and z-body axes. As mentioned before, plant (CDC aircraft) 

control vector is given by u,=[6, 6, 64 6, 6,]7. The number and configuration of model 

controls may not be the same. 
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A common assumption is to neglect the X force and Z force contributions of the con- 

trols [7]. This is a reasonable assumption for the plant, since the controls predominantly 

influence controlled dynamics. If the model has similar number and configuration of 

controls like the plant, then the assumption is true for the model also. In this case, Eq. 

(5.9) is automatically satisfied, having both sides of the equations as zeros. This condi- 

tion limits the class of models that our plant can follow exactly. For example, it will not 

be possible to achieve dynamic matching if one has a conventional aircraft (like CDC 

aircraft) as a plant and a CCV * as a model, a result which is quite intuitive. 

5.4 Control Law 

In this section, we will derive an expression for the plant control vector that will achieve 

dynamic matching for the controlled dynamical states. Comparing Eqs. (2.3) and (5.5), 

it 18 seen that; 

| Ls Ls, Ls, Ls, Ye, 

Ms Ms Ms, Ms Ms g°, — € a d v t (5.10) 

Ns, Ns, Ns, No, No, 

Xs, Xs, Xs, Xs, Xo,     
Typical decoupling between the longitudinal and lateral/directional controls make se- 

veral entries of this matrix, zeros. The resulting plant control matrix for the CDC aircraft 

iS: 

  

5 Control Configured Vehicle: Aircraft with additional control surfaces such as canards and flaperons that 
can produce direct side force and direct lift. All of the six degrees-of-freedom can be directly controlled. 
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— . 
0 Ls Ls, Le 0 

1M, 9 0 0 0 
Bp = (5.11) 

0 Ns Ng, Ng 0 

    Xs, 0 0 0 X,, 

Since there are redundant controllers, the solution of (5.5) for the plant controls is not 

unique. We can minimize the Euclidean norm of the control vector by using the right 

generalized inverse given by Eq. 3.12. Comparing Eq. (3.9) and (5.5); 

            

: Ig 0 ~ Typ 0} | P| : (Ly — LOR + IppPOQ + L* | 

a = @)* 0 by 0 O}/O] _ (Ipp — Ig,)PR + Ieq(R? — P?) + M¥ + MW 

POT" || ates 0 tee 0} R (x — Ly)PQ — 1,,QR + N" 

00 0 mYLUl | mRY— OW) + 2melaids— dom) +A" | 

where, 

5 

bq 

u, =| 5, and —(g°,)* = (2) [ete 1 (5.12) 

é, 

oF 
Ld     

We replace the plant state rates with the corresponding model state rates in Eq. (5.12), 

and the resulting control law is used to achieve dynamic matching of the controlled 

states, P, Q, R, and U. 
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5.5 Control Model Selection 

As mentioned earlier in Section 3.2, dynamic matching itself is not enough to assure that 

the state errors die out, once disturbed. In this section, we will derive control model 

functions for modifying controlled dynamics of the model, so that overall stability of the 

errors is guaranteed. As discussed in Section 3.3, the modified model (called a control 

model) differs from the original model, only by the addition of control model functions 

to the controlled dynamical equations. That is; 

Pom = Pin + Som 

Qon = Om + fom2 

Ron = Rin +Som3 

Usmn = Um + Soma 

(5.13) 

These control model functions depend on the model states and on the plant states and 

in general, are nonlinear. 

5.5.1 Error Dynamics 

We define and partition error vector as follows: 

ef xn — Xp (e) €2 & e,)" 

e=lel= Xn — x, = | (e5 && e€7 es)? (5.14) 

e xX" ~~ x" (e €10)" 
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where x*, x°, x” are given by Eq.(5.1) and subscripts p and m stand for the plant and the 

model, respectively. 

Using Eqs. (5.4-5.6), we may write the error dynamics as: 

(— P— %O- @3R)m —(— HP — HO —- a3R)p 

k 1 | & %P-@BO4+ Rm —(€ GP - 932 + mR), (5.15) 
e= — 

21( @P+%2-%R)m—-€ GP+%2-1R)p 

(-—%P +9204 Rm -—(-— MP +12 + GR), 

The plant state rates in Eq.(5.12) is replaced by the control model state rates given by 

Eq. (5.13), and the resulting control law will achieve dynamic matching of the controlled 

states, 1.€.: 

P, = Pom 

QO, = Qem 
, (5.16) 

R, = Rem 

U, = Vom 

Using Eqs. (5.14) and (5.16); 

Foot | 

- Soma ea - (5.17) 

Som3 

Soma |     
We proceed by assuming that the plant and model controls have negligible effect on the 

uncontrolled state rates, V and W. So the dynamic matching condition given by Eq. 

(5.9) is satisfied. 
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It is also assumed that; 

(1-<e) 1 (5.18) 

With this assumption, the dynamic matching condition given by Eq. (5.7) is satisfied. 

Table | verifies this assumption at various flight conditions for the CDC aircraft. 

Table 1. Z, derivatives of CDC aircraft 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Mach | h (kft) Z; Zi 

0.5 0 0.323 2.31 E-4 
0.8 0 1.722 1.23 E-3 
1.0 0 2.380 1.70 B-3 
1.2 10 1.750 1.25 E-3 
1.6 20 1.387 9.91 E-4 
2.0 30 1.400 1.00 E-3 
2.4 40 1.263 9.02 E-4           

Using Eq. (5.6), we may write the error dynamics for the uncontrolled states as follows: 

y* 

1 PW — RU + 28(4293 + 90%) + Fr 
e = x 

QU— PV + 294 -g -H+@)+ 
m 

(5.19) 
X 

Y 
PW — RU + 2g(9293 + 90%) + 7 

Ze 

QU—PV+2@(-G¢-GH+9)+4   
P 

The force terms may be written in terms of stability derivatives (see Eqs. (5.2-5.3)). For 

a truly symmetric aircraft, we can neglect the derivatives of the symmetric forces with 
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respect to asymmetric variables, or, vice versa [21]. So, we assume that (both for the 

plant and the model); 

Y,=Y¥,=¥%,=2,=2Z,=Z,=0 (5.20) 

We will assume that the remaining nonzero derivatives and the reference values of Y and 

Z are the same for plant and model, i.e.; 

Yon = Yop = Y% 

Zom = Zop = Zo 

(Ym = YW = % 

(Yom = Vp)p = Y> 

(Ym = (Vp = Y, 

(Zum = (Lup = Ly 

(Zum = (Lup = Zy 

(Za) m = (Z)p = L4 

(5.21) 

We further require that the reference values of the dynamical states be the same for the 

model and the plant. That is, 

(Uo)m = (up), = Uo 

(Yom = (%)p = V 

(Wom = (Wo)p = Wo 

om = (Po)p = Po 

(Golm = (F)p = % 

(Yo)m = (7o)p = ' 

where, 

U=utu, ete. (5.22) 
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From Eq. (5.22), it is obvious that the errors between the model and plant dynamical 

States are the same as those between the model and the plant state perturbations, i.e., 

és = (U,, — U,) = (Un — uy), ete. (5.23) 

The dynamic matching condition in Eq. (5.8) is satisfied with the assumptions given by 

Eqs. (5.20-5.23), together with the assumption of the plant and the model having equal 

masses. 

Having satisfied all three conditions given by Eqs. (5.7-5.9) for dynamic matching, we 

rewrite the error dynamics for the uncontrolled states as follows: 

1 PW — RU + 28(4293 + 0%) | PW — RU + 28(493 + 9041) | 
e = _ 

QU— PV + 28(q - 91-43 +93), LQU- PV + 2e(a — a1 -— 2 + 43), 

1 Y,e9 + Yes + Y,e7 gi (5.24) 
Zylg + Lyeig + Zze6 

5.5.2 Stability of Error Dynamics 

We recall from Section 3.3 that control model functions are quite arbitrary but they 

should vanish under zero error condition, 1. satisfy Eq. (3.20) and the stability of the 

error dynamics given by Eqs. (5.15), (5.17) and (5.24) should be guaranteed. We define 

a quadratic Liapunov function candidate as follows: 

V=eTe, with I = diag(y), i=1,...,10. (5.25) 
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y;S are error weighting parameters and they are chosen to be greater than zero, so that 

V>0 fore #0. Differentiating Eq. (5.25) with respect to time, we get; 

10 
1 op. 
= V = ere = 2, nee (5.26) 

We select control model functions such that; 

V<0, for Ve and V=0 = e=0. (5.27) 

Examining Eq. (5.4), it is seen that the orientation of the aircraft (Euler parameters) is 

controllable through the body axis angular rates, P, Q, and R. So, we first examine the 

contributions of the Euler parameter errors and angular velocity errors to Eq. (5.27). 

Using Eqs. (5.1) and (5.14); 

— = — = 

ey dom — dop | ey dom ~ Gop 

€2 Gim— % €, dim — % 
eX = = m ? , and @ = = m ‘ (5.28) 

€3 Gam — Wap €3 Gam — Vp 

| & | 43m _ 3p | ea | dam ~ ap               
where m and p in the subscripts denote the model and the plant respectively. We assume 

that; 

Y= = %3 = %4 = Vq (5.29) 

Using Eqs. (5.15), (5.28) and (5.29), and after some algebra, we obtain; 
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4 

2) 1 @; = ¥q(41m4op — om 4p — ¥3m492p + Fam 3p) es 

i=l (5.30) 
+ Y¥q(FamIop + I3m41p — Fom92p — imap) % 

+ ¥q(43mIFop — PamM1p + 41m42p — Yom43p) €7 

where, 

es P, _— P, 

&6 | = | On—Q, (5.31) 

€7 Rn _ R, 

Using Eq. (5.17), 

5 

» ¥2€;& = — V5 &s Sem — Yo &6Sem2 — V7 &7Sem,3 (5.32) 
i=5 

Considering Eqs. (5.30) and (5.32), we select the control model functions associated with 

P, Q, and R, as; 

Yq 
Som| =Ases + Dys, (Gimp — GomTip — W3mQp + Jom Q3p) 

Yq 
Soma = 46% + ye (Jam4op + 3m%ip — FomF2p — Fim Ip) (5.33) 

Yq 
Soma = 47€7 + Dy, (93m4op — Fam4ip + Mim%p — Fom%3p) 

where As, As and A; are error correcting parameters for P, Q, and R, respectively. Note 

that these control model functions satisfy Eq. (3.20), that is, they vanish under zero error 

condition. Considering Eas. (5.30 - 5.33); 
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7 7 

» ee = — » A, e (5.34) 
i= i=] 

This means that the portion of V arising from errors in Euler parameters and body axis 

angular rates can be made negative by the appropriate selection of 4, ’s, independent of 

the errors in U, V, and W. The error weighting parameters ys, ys, y. are redundant in 

Eq. (5.33), and are set to unity. y, is an error weighting parameter for all of the four 

Euler parameters as indicated in Eq. (5.29). 

We proceed by assuming that the errors in Euler parameters and body axis angular rates 

are negligible. This is justified by Eq. (5.34) and the subsequent discussion. Using this 

assumption in Eq. (5.24) results in, 

  

  

Y 8 
ég —R a »pP 

“lu _ _ 

e = . = Z, Z, ey (5.35) 

€10 ( m+ 0) —POT 
€10 

where, 

Py =P, =P 

On =A =Q (5.36) 
Rn = Rp = R 

So, the contribution of uncontrolled state errors to V can be written as, 

10 
. Y Z Z 

» ¥:2;&; = Vy ( m ey” + sa e") + Yy (+ €10 + Vero — Res) €g (5.37) 
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where we assumed that y. = yo = y,, that is the error weighting parameters for V and W 

are equal. Y, and Z, are rate damping terms and are typically negative. 

Finally, we write the contribution of the errors in U to V. Using Eq. (5.17), 

Vg €g €g = — Ve Cg fom (5.38) 

Considering Eqs. (5.37) and (5.38), we select the control model function associated with 

U as; 

Yy Z 
Soma = Ageg + Ts. (+t €19 + Deyo — Res) (5.39) 

Note that this contro! model function also vanish when errors are zero. As before, ys is 

redundant in the formulation and is set to unity. J, is an error correcting parameter for 

U. 

If we combine the results from Eqs. (5.34 - 5.39), we can rewrite the time derivative of 

the candidate Liapunov function as: 

, 10 y 8 

7 = » 1&8 = ar (Yyeo + Zyl) — ». Aye (5.40) 
i=] f=5 

where J; ‘s are error correcting parameters for the controlled states, P, Q, R, U, and they 

are chosen to be positive so that 

V<0, for Ve and V=0 + e=0. (5.41) 
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So, with the selected control model functions, it is possible to obtain a stable error dy- 

namics. The resulting control law can be found by combining Eqs. (5.11 - 5.13), (5.33) 

and (5.39); 
- 

Tx, 90 -I,, 9 

be yt 0 Ly 0 0 

u, = (g,) 

-I,, 0 I, 0 

0 0 0 m 
p 

where, 

  

u,=[6, 6, 5g 6, 6)’ — and 

and 

The control] model dynamics is given by; 

~ 

0 Ls Ls, Ls, 0 

Ms 0 0 0 0 

0 Ns Ns, Ns 0 

  

  

  X, 0 0 0 Xs 
L 

    

. Yq 

Pn + Ases + > (91m 4p — om 1p — 93m42p + Gam %3p) 

. Yq 

Qn + 46% + > (G2m40p + G3m 1p ~ Fom42p — Timp) 

; Vg 
Rn + Aqey + “2 (43m 4op — damGip + Fm 4p — Jom 4p) 

T 7 T x ‘| P (Ly — L,)OR + LgPQ + L 

(Ip2 — Ipx)PR + I(R* — P*) + M* + MW 

(1x ~~ Lyy)PQ a T2QR + N* 

|u| | (RV — QW) + 2me(qi93 — goa2) + X° 
cm “p 

(2°,)* = (8%) Le (2) 1 (5.42a) 

(5.425) 

(5.42c) 

; Z 
U,, + Ages + (Ee + Qe1 _ Res) 
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5.6 Compensation for Actuator Dynamics 

Until now, we assumed that there is no lag between the commanded controls as given 

by Eq. (5.42) and their actual values at any given time. This is not true since the control 

surfaces are usually driven by actuators with lags and rate limits. Also, thrust response 

of an engine is not instantaneous due to the internal dynamics of the engine itself. These 

two effects are both modeled for CDC aircraft (see Appendix 1). 

In this section, a method for compensating the dynamics of the actuators is suggested, 

using model-following contro] theory. CDC aircraft’s contro] surfaces are driven by a 

total of five identical actuators; two aileron, two horizontal stabilator, and one rudder. 

Each of them is modeled by the following first-order lag [18]; 

6(s) 20 
5{s) s+ 20 
    (5.43) 

where 6, and 6,, represents the output and the input of any of the five actuators, dx, On, 

Ooty Oo and 6,; which are defined in terms of the control variables in Table 2. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Table 2. Actuator definitions in terms of control deflections 

Name Symbol Definition 

Left horizontal tail Ont 6. + 6,/2 

Right horizontal tail Onr 6,- 64/2 

Left aileron Oat 6, / 2 

Right aileron Oar - 6, | 2 

Rudder é, 6,           
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The time domain representation of Eq. (5.43) may be written as: 

b(t) = — 205(2) + 206,(2) (5.44) 

Eq. (5.44) is in the same form as given by Eq. (2.1). Solving for 6,,, we get; 

dt) + 205f1 
dit) = {0 + 29960) (5.45) 

It is desirable that the commanded actuator inputs are equal to the actuator outputs at 

any instant. In other words, the control deflections commanded by the model-following 

controller are the same with the actual (observed) deflections. This can be achieved by 

replacing 6, by 6,,, and 5, by 6, in Eq. (5.45); 

. Sic(t) + 205;(t) 
Sie (1) = {el +2050) (5.46) 

The control deflections required by Eq. (5.42) are modified according to Eq. (5.46) so 

that; 

Silt) = Sig (t) => 6; = Sy (5.47) 

For implementation, we need to write Eq. (5.46) in discrete form. Using a backward 

difference formula for the time derivative, we rewrite Eq. (5.46) as; 

. 5,(k) ~ 6,(k — 1 bJ(k) = + (a + 208,40) (5.48) 

Using the CDC aircraft model’s integration step size of 0.02 seconds, 

bic (k) = 3.55,(K) — 2.56,,(k — 1) (5.49) 
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where 6,{k — 1)is taken to be zero initially. The model-following control law that is given 

by Eq. (5.42) commands control deflections at each time step. These commands are 

converted into individual actuator commands according to Table 2. Then Eq. (5.46) or 

(5.48) is used to modify those actuator commands in such a way that the time lag is 

eliminated. 

In frequency domain, the procedure outlined above is equivalent to modifying the con- 

s+ 20 

20 
  trol commands by multiplying them by , so that the transfer function of the 

actuators given by Eq. (5.43), is eliminated. 
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6.0 Simulations 

The model-following control law developed in previous sections is used for simulating 

some maneuvers with the CDC aircraft. The maneuvers consist of a 3-g turn and a level 

acceleration, as well as an initial condition response to demonstrate the stability of the 

error dynamics. 

Euler parameters and body axis velocities are converted into Euler angles, total velocity, 

angle of attack and sideslip angle using Eqs. (B.12) and (B.15), for presenting the sim- 

ulation results and for specifying the initial conditions. 

6.1 Control Law Implementation 

The control law given by Eq. (5.42) is implemented in a subroutine called UCNTRL. 

The source code for this subroutine is given in Appendix C. UCNTRL itself consists 

of three other subroutines and a function, with following descriptions. 
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e STADER...This subroutine calculates some of the stability derivatives by table 

look-up, given Mach number, and angle of attack in degrees. It is used to compute 

the rolling moment (L), pitching moment (M), yawing moment (N), and X-force, 

due to states, which are used by the control law. It also gives estimates of 

M, and Z,, which are also used by the control law. 

e ENGDER...This function computes the engine X-force derivative X;,, given Mach 

number, and altitude in feet, using table look-up. Only the linear region of the 

throttle vs thrust curve is modeled, which is valid for 6,< 83. The values of this 

derivative are plotted versus Mach number and altitude in Figure 2. 

e CONDER...This subroutine calculates the required control surface deflections, 

given the required moment coefficients and X-force coefficient. First, it estimates 

the control derivatives needed for g*, matrix (Eq. (5.42b)) by table look-up. Then, 

it uses Eq. (5.42a) for the inversion. Note that, the decoupling between the longi- 

tudinal and lateral/directional controls reduces the problem of allocating 5 controls 

for 3 moments and a force to two smaller problems; allocating 3 controls, namely, 

aileron, differential tail, and rudder (6,,6.,6,) for the required rolling and yawing 

moments; and allocating elevator and throttle (6, and 6,) for the required pitching 

moment and X-force. Note that the latter problem yields a unique solution for the 

controls. 

e¢ ACTCOMP...This subroutine implements the compensation method discussed in 

Section 5.6, for modifying the control commands of the model-following control 

law, before they are commanded to the actuators. Its input are the control de- 

flections required by the control law and its output are the actuator commands. 
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The data tables containing the stability and control derivatives in subroutines STADER 

and CONDER are prepared by using the aerodynamic database provided with the CDC 

model. They form about four percent of this database, and therefore, the force and mo- 

ments computed for the control law should be assumed to be rough estimates. 

Subroutine UCNTRL calls these subroutines and function in the order they are given 

above, and computes the control law given by Eq. (5.42). The model states and con- 

trolled state rates are provided to this subroutine as a function of time, in 0.02 second 

increments (the step size used by the integrating module of CDC model). Presently, these 

data are generated off-line and are provided to UCNTRL as external data files. 

Error weighting and error correcting parameters are varied, while observing the errors 

and required control activities, and the following values are found to give satisfactory 

responses with acceptable control effort, for the maneuvers presented in this thesis. 

¥g = 100 (Euler parameter errors) 

yy = 30 (V and W errors) 

As; = 20 (Roll rate error) (6.1) 

Ag = 20 (Pitch rate error) 

A, = 20 (Yaw rate error) 

Ag = 20 (U error) 
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6.2 Initial Condition Response 

6.2.1 Model Trajectory Generation 

For this simulation, the model states and state rates represent the steady, level, sym- 

metric flight of the plant (CDC aircraft) at a specified velocity V, and altitude. The angle 

of attack corresponding to this flight condition is obtained by balancing the CDC air- 

craft; by solving the X-force, Z-force, and pitching moment nonlinear equations for zero 

State rates, using the aerodynamic and engine databases. The model states and (con- 

trolled) state rates are all zeros except V, , trim angle-of-attack, and ©, which is equal 

to trim angle-of-attack for this flight condition. At an altitude of 9800 ft and velocity 

of 539.3 ft/s (M=0.5), trim angle-of-attack is found to be 0.08 rad (4.56 deg). 

The plant is given the following initial conditions: 

P= Q= R = 0.5 rad/s = 29 deg/s 

a=fp=0O=Q0= Y = 0.25 rad = 14 deg 

V. = 550 ft/s 

h = 9800 ft 

(6.2) 

6.2.2 Results 

The results of this simulation are shown in Figures 3 through 8. All plant states converge 

to the corresponding model states with no steady state errors and with acceptable con- 

trol effort. Figure 3 shows the velocity, angle of attack and sideslip angle comparisons. 
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It takes a bit longer for the sideslip angle error to die out, compared to angle of attack 

error. This is due to the fact that we neglected the side force contributions of rudder, 

differential tail, and aileron, all of which are commanded by the control law to values 

that are not negligible (see Fig. 7). The velocity response is oscillatory. The error cor- 

recting parameters for controlled states P, Q, R, and U are set equal (see Eq. (6.1)). 

However, P, Q, and R are controlled by actuators with compensated dynamics (see 

Section 5.6), whereas U is controlled by the engine, which has a very slow, uncompen- 

sated dynamics. Figure 6 shows the thrust variation, which indicates a time constant of 

the order of 3-4 seconds for the engine. This uncompensated delay in the thrust response 

plus the high error correcting parameter for U, causes the oscillatory velocity response 

(see Fig. 3), and the throttle saturations for the first twenty seconds (see Fig. 6). Using 

a smaller error correcting parameter for U may seem to be a remedy for this problem, 

however, it may result in larger velocity errors. 

Note from Fig. 6 that, throttle position, and hence, engine thrust are zero initially, which 

is a feature of the engine model of CDC aircraft. The step-like response of the thrust 

around t=5 s indicates the complex nature of the afterburner section of the engine 

model (see Appendix A). The throttle position and the resulting thrust reach their 

steady state values for the specified trim condition, around t=25 s. 

Figure 4 shows that the angular rate errors die out quickly, which is expected, since an- 

gular rates are controlled through control surfaces which have no delay, as explained 

above. The Euler angle errors also die out as seen in Figure 5, Figures 6 and 7 show the 

control surface activities during this maneuver. There are no saturations of control sur- 

faces, except the rudder. This saturation lasts for only a few seconds, and does not effect 

the overall stability of the error dynamics. However, Figure 4 shows that this brief sat- 
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uration causes a slight delay in the yaw rate error correction. Figure 8 shows altitude, 

Mach, and load factor during the maneuver. 

6.3 3-g Turn 

6.3.1 Model Trajectory Generation 

This maneuver consists of a transition from steady, level, symmetric flight into a 3-g turn 

and back into a steady, level, symmetric flight. The aim is to keep the Mach number, 

altitude and load factor constant through the turn. The model states and controlled state 

rates are obtained by using the model trajectory generation algorithm presented in 

[20,21]. This algorithm uses a simplified representation for the aerodynamic forces, using 

a few of the derivatives of the plant at the specified initial conditions for the maneuver. 

The model and plant initial conditions are the same and are given below. 

V. = 862.6 ft/s (M=0.8 at h= 10,000 ft) 

a = © = 0.028 rad = 1.59 deg (6.3) 

6.3.2 Results 

The results are shown in Figures 9 through 14. Figure 9 shows the velocity, angle of 

attack, and sideslip angle histories of the plant and the model. There is steady state error 
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in the velocity, however, it is very small. Angle of attack error is small except at the en- 

trance of the turn, but even this error is under one degree. This might be caused by the 

simplified force equations used to create the trajectory, wherein only the angle of attack 

dependency was assumed. The sideslip error tends to zero at the end of maneuver. The 

errors are seen to increase at the entrance and the exit of the maneuver, where all the 

lateral controls are at their peak values (see Fig. 13). Again, this is due to neglecting the 

side force created by these control surfaces. 

Figure 10 shows the angular rates of the plant and the model. The errors are small, ex- 

cept for some slight overshoots at the entrance and the exit of the turn. Figure 11 shows 

the Euler angles. There is a steady state error in theta, which is not expected because 

of two reasons. First, the other kinematical states follow the model very well (error cor- 

recting gains are the same for all Euler parameters, hence Euler angles); second, it is a 

kinematical state, being only an integral of a function of angular rates and Euler angles. 

However, there are no unacceptable errors either in angular rates, or in the other Euler 

angles, psi and phi. The only remaining possibility is having a slightly erroneous model 

trajectory. In any case, this error is not very big, being under one degree. 

The commanded throttle positions and the resulting thrust levels is shown in Figure 12. 

They look similar to those of the initial condition response, for the first ten seconds, due 

to the same reasons explained for the initial condition response. Note that, both the 

throttle position and the thrust reach their steady state values for the 3-g turn and the 

subsequent steady, level, symmetric flight. Figures 12 and 13 show that there are no 

control surface saturations. 

As can be seen from Figure 14, the load factor of 3 g is sustained throughout the turn 

and changes in Mach number are small. The aircraft climbs slightly, at about 5 ft/s. As 
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mentioned before, the trajectory generation algorithm uses a relatively simple form for 

representing the forces, which may result in a slightly off-trim condition for the plant. 

6.4 Level Acceleration 

6.4.1 Model Trajectory Generation 

This maneuver consists of a level acceleration starting at M=0.5, and ending at M = 1.2, 

at 30,000 ft. The model data is prepared as follows. First, we assume that the lift coef- 

ficient is a function of angle-of-attack only. 

Cy = Cia) = C0 (6.4) 

For small angles of attack, vehicle weight is counterbalanced by lift, 

W = SpViSC, = = pV2SC,,0 (6.5) i 
2 

Solving for alpha, we get 

  _(2w\1 “o= ( pSCy, v3 (6.6) 

In order to simplify the trajectory generation, we assume that C,, is constant throughout 

the acceleration, and is equal to 3.5/rad. This value represents a typical value for C,, 

Then, the term within the parentheses is constant in Eq. (6.6). For zero sideslip, and 

© = a, the & equation reduces to the following simple form. 
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k=O (6.7) 

Using Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7), the pitch rate may be written as 

  

_aw \ V, = & = — 6.8 

At 30,000 fi, 

M,= 0.5 =V,,= 4974 ft/s and M,-= 12 V, ,= 1193.8 fi/s (6.9) 

where subscripts 1 and f represent initial values and final values, respectively. Next, we 

specify the duration of acceleration in seconds, At , and assume a linear velocity increase 

between the end points. 

Vy, _ (V,, fo V3) 

At (6.10) 
V. = Veg + V, t 

In order to find a reasonable value for At, the CDC aircraft is “flown” at 30,000 ft, using 

full throttle. The time required by the aircraft to accelerate from M=0.5 to M=1.2 1s 

found to be around 70 seconds. For this simulation, we will take At to be 70 seconds. 

Eqs. (6.6), (6.8), and (6.10) give the model states, V,, « , and pitch rate Q. Since this is 

a longitudinal maneuver, all lateral/directional model states and state rates are zero. 

Note that the body axis velocities may be obtained by 

U = V,cosa 

W = V,sina (6.11) 
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Having obtained the model states, we proceed to find the rates of the controlled states 

as follows. Using Eq. (6.8) and noting that velocity increase is linear, we get 

    

- (ow \V 
g= pSC; } 4 (6.12) 

where V, and V, are given by Eq. (6.10). The other state rate needed is U. Using Eq. 

(6.11), 

U = V,cosa—V,ésina (6.13) 

where & and V, are given by Eqs. (6.8) and (6.10). This concludes our calculation of the 

model states and state rates. 

6.4.2 Results 

The results of this simulation are given in Figures 15 through 18. Figure 15 shows the 

velocity and angle of attack history. Velocity errors do not die out for the first fifty sec- 

onds. Examining the thrust variation given in Figure 17, it is seen that this is simply due 

to lack of thrust. Overall, angle-of-attack following is satisfactory. The errors are attri- 

buted to using an average value for lift curve slope in calculating model trajectories. 

Examining the C,, values for the given Mach range, we found that it is equal to 3.4/rad 

at M=0.5, and 3.7/rad at M=1.2, which justifies the average value of 3.5/rad we se- 

lected for the maneuver. However, further examination showed that C;, peaks to values 

more than 4./rad around M = 1.1. 
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Figure 16 shows the pitch rate and © during the maneuver. The errors are small for the 

first forty seconds, and they increase slightly towards the end of simulation. This is also 

attributed to using constant lift curve slope. The maneuver spans a wide Mach range, 

and changes in C,, should be anticipated. 

The elevator and throttle activity is shown in Figure 17. Since the pitch rate require- 

ments are very small (see Fig. 16), the elevator deflections are not big. But, for the 

throttle, this is just the reverse. The maneuver demands all of the thrust, except for a 

brief instant after t= 50s. As Figure 18 shows, this point corresponds to Mach 1, where 

a slight boost is likely in the available thrust (see Fig. 2). The error correcting gain for 

velocity is high enough to command a decrease in thrust, immediately when the plant 

velocity gets slightly higher than the model velocity (see Fig. 15). Figure 18 shows the 

altitude and Mach number variation. The altitude loss is about 200 feet at the end of 

maneuver. It should be kept in mind that there is no altitude correction mechanism in 

the model-following control law used. 

6.5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this thesis, the concept of model-following is extended to cover a class of nonlinear 

systems, which are linear in the control input. The system equations are classified into 

three distinct types; kinematical equations, controlled dynamical equations, and uncon- 

trolled dynamical equations. The conditions for dynamic matching are presented. 
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The control law obtained by replacing the plant state rates by model state rates can not 

be used by itself, because it does not include the model states. This control law assures 

dynamic matching only, and can not assure the stability of the state errors. This capa- 

bility is given to the control law by modifying the model state rates in such a way that 

stability is guaranteed using Liapunov’s second theorem. However, this theorem does 

not give any information about the transient response or the performance of the system. 

This is a drawback, since the closed-loop system performance may be unsatisfactory, 

even if its stability is guaranteed. 

The control law is very demanding in the way that it requires full state feedback, and the 

structure of plant dynamics. In reality, one is always faced with measurement errors and 

plant parameter uncertainties. Therefore, before any practical application, system per- 

formance should be checked for being acceptable under measurement errors and pa- 

rameter uncertainties, through simulation, or robustness analysis. 

Two examples are solved to illustrate the two different class of problems; manipulator 

example illustrates the problems where all of the degrees of freedom can be controlled. 

The aircraft example represents the problems where it is not possible to control all of the 

degrees of freedom. The latter is investigated in more detail and is simulated. 

One possible improvement over the aircraft controller is using the accelerometer outputs 

to represent the forces in the control law, instead of using estimated stability derivatives. 

Minimum norm solution has been used in our example for allocating three controls for 

two moments, however it is not clear that this is the best way of doing this. Other allo- 

cation schemes should be used and compared with each other. 
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Also, the relation between the error correcting gains and system performance should be 

demonstrated, using different gains for the same maneuver. In order to avoid control 

saturations, these gains can be scheduled with the control deflections and/or rates. For 

example, if a rudder is close to saturation, the error correcting gain on the yaw rate may 

be decreased in order to lower the rudder demand. 

Finally, the model-following control law can be combined with a model generator, which 

will convert pilot’s stick, pedal and throttle inputs into model states and rates. A com- 

mon practice is to assume a linear dynamics for the model [5,9,10,19]. Using the notation 

introduced in this thesis, 

r- . 7 r 7 rr a 

P,, wp 0 0 0|| P, -—P, 

| On 0 w 0 0]1O, - Q 
Xm =|. = (6.14) 

R, 0 0 we 0|)R, — RB, 

On | | 0 0 0 wy} | Um — Ue]             
where [P. Q. R, U.]? are the commanded states, which are basically the pilot stick, 

pedal and throttle inputs scaled by certain factors. w ‘s are negative and are chosen to 

be large for quick response, but not so large that the plant controls saturate, or, for 

practical applications, the structural modes of the aircraft are excited. Eqn. (6.14) gives 

the controlled states and state rates of the model, given the pilot commands. The Euler 

parameters of the model can be easily obtained by integrating Eq. (B.14). The remaining 

states of the model V,, and W,, , or equivalently «, and f,, can not be generated arbi- 

trarily, since they are not directly controlled. 
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Appendix A. Controls Design Challenge Aircraft 

This aircraft model was developed for the AIAA Controls Design Challenge, and it re- 

presents a high-performance, supersonic fighter. It consists of a collection of modules, 

each performing a specific function. The primary modules are equations of motion, at- 

mospheric model, aerodynamics, propulsion system, control surfaces/actuator dynamics, 

aircraft mass/geometry modeling and observation/instrumentation modeling. 

The aerodynamics and engine modules are described below. For the description of other 

modules and their FORTRAN implementation, see Reference 18. 

A.l Aerodynamic Model 

The aerodynamics is modeled for the full vehicle envelope using multi-dimensional tables 

and linear interpolation to represent the nonlinear forces and moments in terms of 

nondimensional coefficients. In general, these coefficients are functions of Mach (M), 
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and some combination of angle of attack (a), sideslip angle (8), elevator deflection (6,) 

and rudder deflection (6,). They are stored in a file called HPAS.DAT. The equations 

used for this model are given as follows: 

A.1.1 Forces 

L = GSC, 

D —= qSCp 

Y = qSCy 

where, 

Cr = Creed, a, oy) + AC, (M) n, 

Cp = CD acted Chsaate M, a) + ACp,, (A) + ACp, aM, 6) 

Cy = Cy,_,(M, a, B) + Cy, (M, a) bg + Cy, (M, a) bg— ACy, (M, a, 5,) Ks,,(M) 

A.1.2 Moments 

L = qGSbC, 

M = qScC,, 

N = qSbC, 

where, 
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(A.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(A.5) 
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Cr = Cy, (M, a, B) + Cy, (M, a) 6g + Cy, (M, 2) 8g 
b (A.6) 

~ AC; (M, a, O,) Ks (M) + OV [C,(M, a) p+ C,(M, a) r] 

Cn = CryeidMs % Oe) + AC, (M4) n, 

b (A.7) +577 [Cn Ms 0) 9 + C(M, 0) 61 + Cy,.,, ANO(M) 

Ch = Cry (VM a, B) + Cn, (M, a) d,+ Cr, (M, a) dy 

(A.8) 
+ AC,,(M, a, B) Ke, (M, 0) 5 + 537 CCy(M, &) p + C,(M, a) 1 

A.2 Engine Model 

The engine model consists of two afterburning turbofan engines, which are capable of 

producing a total of 57,500 lb of maximum thrust using full afterburner. The thrust 

produced by the engines is a function of Mach, altitude and throttle setting. The steady 

state thrust levels as functions of Mach, altitude, and throttle setting are given by Fig- 

ures 19-24, 

Each engine’s thrust vector is aligned with the x-body axis and acts at a point located 

10 ft behind the vehicle center of gravity and 4 ft laterally from the centerline. In this 

thesis, the left and right engine throttles are treated as a single controller, 1.e.; 

(4.9) 
hen = Oren = oF 
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So, the engines produce a force along x-body axis only, and no moments. Gyroscopic 

effects of the engines are zero. However the engine model has provisions for modeling 

this effect also, given the moments of inertia of the engines and their rotational veloci- 

ties. 

Each engine is modeled as a nonlinear system, having two separate sections: 

e <Acore section with first-order dynamics and rate limiting, to model spool-up effects. 

e An afterburner section with sequencing logic and rate limiting, to model fuel pump 

and pressure regulator effects. 

Throttle inputs to the engine model are in degrees, with a minimum (idle) position of 

20°, and a maximum of 127°, which corresponds to maximum afterburner. The core 

section responds to inputs up to 83° (maximum military thrust), and the afterburner 

section begins to respond at a throttle setting of 91°. Thrust and fuel flow parameters 

are contained in a file called ENGINE.DAT. 

A.3 Mass and Geometric Characteristics 

The mass and geometric characteristics, as well as control surface limits and sign con- 

ventions of CDC aircraft are summarized in Table 3 and 4, respectively. All control 

surfaces are driven by identical actuators, that are rate limited at +24 /-24 deg/s and 

have a first-order response which is modeled by Eq. (5.43). The surface limits, mass and 

geometry data are contained in a file called PARAMS.DAT. 
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Table 3. Mass and geometric characteristics 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Parameter Symbol Value 

Wing Area S 608 f? 

Wing Span b 42.8 ft 

Mean Aerodynamic Chord c 15.95 ft 

Vehicle Weight WwW 45,000 Ib 

Roll Moment of Inertia Tex 28,700 slug- ft? 
  

  

  

  

            

  

  

  

  

  

Pitch Moment of Inertia Iy 165,000 slug- f? 

Yaw Moment of Inertia L 187,900 slug- f?? 

Products of Inertia Le -520 slug- f? 

Ly 0 

Ly 0 

Table 4. Control surface limits and sign conventions 

Name Symbol Limits (deg) Positive when 

Elevator 6, +15 / -25 T.E. down 

Differential tail 64 +20 / -20 Left T.E. down 

Aileron d, + 40 / -40 Left T.E. down 

Rudder 6, +30 / -30 T.E. left             
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Appendix B. Equations of Motion 

In this Appendix, the equations of motion for aircraft will be derived. In order to sim- 

plify the equations, the following assumptions are made. 

Aircraft is a single rigid body. 

e Mass and inertias are constant. 

e Flat earth. 

e = Earth fixed in space (inertial). 

e =6—No wind. 
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B.1l Force Equations 

Newton’s Second Law states that force is equal to the time rate of change of linear 

momentum. Using the assumption of constant mass, we may write that 

= S (mv) = m( Av) (B.1) 

where F and V are given as 

=X U 

F=|ry|], v=|V (B.2) 

=Z Ww 

XX, LY, and LZ are the body axis components of the total forces acting on the aircraft, 

including aerodynamic, thrust and gravitational forces; and U, V, and W are the body 

axis velocity components. The origin of the body axis system is the aircraft center of 

gravity; x-body axis is directed toward the nose of the aircraft, y-body axis toward the 

right wing and z-body axis toward the bottom of the aircraft. We may rewrite Eq. (B.1) 

as 

F = m(-2v+axv) (B.3) 

where 

P 

a=|0 (B.A) 

R 
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is the angular velocity of the body axis system with respect to earth axis system, which 

is assumed to be fixed (inertial). Earth axis system is attached to the surface of the earth; 

x-earth axis points in reference direction, z-axis points downwards, and y-axis is per- 

pendicular to both, forming a right-handed coordinate system. We write the body axis 

linear velocity rates using Eqs. (B.3) and (B.4) as follows: 

U 
é F 

V je—V=Ha FS -QxVv 
Ot m 

W 

(B.5) 
sxl [ow-—RV 

EY|-—| RU- PW 

xZ PV—QU 

I 
m 

B.2) Moment Equations 

Newton’s Second Law states that total moment about the center of mass 1s equal to the 

time rate of change of angular momentum about that point. 

M = (19) = 2 (12) +2 x (19) (B.6) 

where the inertia matrix is defined as 

lee — Igy — Tug ZL 

1=|-1, ly -J,| and M=|=M (B.7) 

—Ing — Typ Tyg xN 
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XL, XM, and XN are the body axis components of the total moment acting on the air- 

craft, including aerodynamic and thrust moments. Gravity does not contribute to the 

moments about the mass center, since center of gravity and center of mass can be as- 

sumed to be coincident. 

Using the assumption that inertias are constant, we rewrite Eq. (B.6) as 

M =122+ 2x (19) (B.8) 

Next, we assume that x-body and z-body axes form the plane of symmetry. Using Eqs. 

(B.4), (B.7) and (B.8), and noting that 7, = J,,= 0, we may write body axis angular ve- 

locity rates as follows: 

IL, 9 —-I,||P ZL 1,,QR — I,zPQ — 1yOR 

0 ty O || O| =|=2M|-| 1,PR+1,,(P? —R’)—1,PR (B.9) 

-I,, 9 LL, ||R IN TPO + 12QR — 1.PQ 

B.3 Kinematics 

The gravitational force can be easily represented in earth axis system; it has a single 

component along z-earth axis. However, we should transform this force vector into its 

body axis components since Eq. (B.5) is written in body axis. In order to do that, the 

Orientation of the aircraft is needed to be specified, using either direction cosines, Euler 

angles, or Euler parameters. In this thesis, Euler parameters are used because the 

kinematical equations in terms of Euler parameters have a simpler form than the ones 
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with direction cosines or Euler angles, which makes the Liapunov stability analysis easier 

(see Eqs.(5.29-5.30)). 

Using Euler parameters, the earth-to-body transformation can be written as follows [11]: 

2 

(+9, -%-493) 24192 + 4093) 2(4193 — 9042) 

Tor=| 2AM2—-—H%) (HO —-U+2—-%)  24293+ 9%) (B.10) 

2(4193 + 90%) Ana—-n) (G-G@-H+4) 

where qo, 4:, 92, and qg; are Euler parameters. We can write Euler parameters in terms 

of Euler angles, which are easier to visualize, as follows 

q = cos cos cos 4+ sin sin 2 sin 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 

q= cos + cos sin ~ sin + sin 2 cos 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 (B.A1) 

q = cos ~ sin cos 2 + sin + cos sin 2 | 
2 2 2 2 2 2 

q3 = sin cos cos 2 ~ cos sin 2 sin 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 

and Euler angles in terms of Euler parameters as, 

© = sin '(-T,;) 

T. 
® = tan! 23 

133 (B.12) 

T, 
Y = tan” 7) 

( Th, 

where T;, is the 1j-th element of the earth-to-body transformation matrix given by Eq. 

  

(B.10). We use this transformation matrix to find the body axis components of the 

gravitational force as follows: 
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Fo = T,pFF where FE = [0 0 mg] 

2(9193 — 9092) (B.13) 

F? = 2(9293 + 90%) | mg 

2 2 #2, 2 
(90 - 94, — 9 + 93) 

Subscript g indicates that the force is gravitational, and superscripts B and E are used 

to indicate the body axis and earth axis system representations, respectively. 

The kinematic differential equations for the Euler parameter rates are written as [11]: 

        

qo —q@P—-—q@Q-—4R 

q 1 GP — GO+ HR 
[=> (B.14) 

92 * @gP+qQ0-—9,R 

93 | QP+qQt+ QR 

In addition to the body axis representation, velocity vector V can also be represented in 

spherical coordinates, in terms of angle-of-attack «, sideslip angle 8, and total velocity 

V,. The relations between these quantities and the body axis components, U, V, and W 

may be written as 

B= sin( $) (B.15) 

V.=/U4V4+w 

The position of the aircraft with respect to earth axis can be found as follows. First, the 

earth axis velocities are obtained from the body axis velocities using the body-to-earth 
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transformation matrix, which is the inverse of the earth-to-body transformation matrix 

given by Eq. (B.10); 

Xp U 

Ve =| ye] = TegV? = Teg V (B.16) 

in W 

Trg = Tre = Te (B.17) 

where, the orthogonality property of transformation matrix is used. Then, the position 

of the aircraft is obtained by integrating the earth axis velocities given by Eq. (B.16). 

Eqs. (B.5), (B.9), (B.14), and (B.16), together form the rigid body equations of motion. 

We define the state vector as follows; 

x=([UVWPQORQ) 4 % % XE Ye Ze)" (B.18) 

B.4 Forces and Moments 

We will assume that the aerodynamic and thrust forces and moments are functions of 

body axis linear and angular velocities, their rates, and controls. Those forces and mo- 

ments are usually obtained in the form of a Taylor series expansion, which is linearized 

by discarding all the higher-order terms [22]. 

Forces and moments also depend on the altitude, and the dynamic pressure, which is 

defined as 
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2 T= SelVl = Fo(W+V 4+) = Sov (B.19) 

where, p is the air density and is a function of the altitude, itself. For implementation, 

altitude and dynamic pressure should be available to us so that we can use them for 

computing the force and moment terms in the control law. 
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Appendix C. Computer Programs 

Cr C 
C 
c 
C QUANTITIES USED DIRECTLY FROM THE DRYDEN MODEL ARE : 
C AMSS, AIX, AIY, AIZ, AIXZ, 8S, B, CBAR, DGR, PI, G 
C F(I); I1=2 7011, DF(6), QBAR, AMCH, LIMITER FUNCTION FLIMIT 
C 
C 
C 
C 

F(.) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2612 ~—S 13 

C FM.) 1 2 3 4 #5 6 79 8 9 10 
C MODEL QO Ql Q2 Q3 V WwW -P Q eR wU 
C DFM.) 1 #2 #3 4 
C MODEL PD QD RD UD 

C 
C... INCLUDE COMMON BLOCKS 
C 

INCLUDE ‘INCLUDE H' 
INCLUDE 'ZZCOM H' 

C 
C... LIMITER FUNCTION 
C 

REAL FLIMIT 

REAL COSTH2,COSPS2,COSPH2,SINTH2,SINPS2,SINPH2 
REAL Q0,Q1,Q2,Q3,UBA, VBA,WBA 
REAL EMAC, ALPDEG 
REAL TCXB,TCZU, ZU, TCMB, TCMQ, TCMAD, TCLB, TCLP, TCLR, TCNB, TCNP, TCNR 
REAL QTS,QTSB, QTSC, BOV2V, COV2V 
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a
Q
a
a
n
 

a
Q
q
a
n
 

q
a
q
a
 

REAL CRM, CPM, CYM,CXF,RM, PM, YM, XF 
REAL F1P(4),GAMMA(10),RL7,RL8,RL9,RL10 
REAL FM(10),DFM(4) 
REAL ZVEL, ZALPHA, ZBETA,T11,T12,T13,T23,733 
REAL ZTHETA, ZPHI, ZPSI, PHIOLD, PSIOLD 
REAL ERROR(10),TERM1, TERM2, TERM3 
REAL FCM(4),DFCM(4),F2CM(4) ,RHS(4), CLREQ, CMREQ, CNREQ, CXREQ 
REAL ALT,ENGDER, ZXDP, ZCXDP 
REAL DEADBND, DEABND2 
REAL CTRL1,CTRL2,CTRL3, CTRL4 
REAL COMD1,COMD2,COMD3,COMD4 
REAL RATE1,RATE2,RATE3,RATE4 
INTEGER III, IPRT, ZAMAN 
LOGICAL COMPENSATE 

DATA COMPENSATE/. TRUE. / 

DATA IPRT/5/ 
DATA III/0/ 

.. CONVERT PLANT EULER ANGLES TO PLANT EULER PARAMETERS 

COSTH2 = COS (F(8) /2.) 
COSPS2 = COS (F(9) /2.) 
COSPH2 = COS (F(10)/2.) 
SINTH2 = SIN (F(8) /2.) 
SINPS2 = SIN (F(9) /2.) 
SINPH2 = SIN (F(10)/2.) 

QO = COSPS2 * COSTH2 * COSPH2 + SINPS2 * SINTH2 * SINPH2 
Ql = COSPS2 * COSTH2 * SINPH2 - SINPS2 * SINTH2 * COSPH2 
Q2 = COSPS2 * SINTH2 * COSPH2 + SINPS2 * COSTH2 * SINPH2 
Q3 =-COSPS2 * SINTH2 * SINPH2 + SINPS2 * COSTH2 * COSPH2 

. COMPUTE PLANT BODY AXIS VELOCITIES 

UBA = F(5)*COS(F(6) )*COS(F(7)) 
VBA = F(5)*SIN(F(7)) 

WBA = F(5)*SIN(F(6))*COS(F(7)) 

. PRINT OUT PLANT STATES AT EVERY IPRT STEPS 

IF (MOD(III,IPRT).EQ.0) THEN 
WRITE(10,30) F(1),F(12),F(13),F(11),AMCH, OBSVEC(31) 

WRITE(11,10) F(1),F(2)*DGR,F(3)*DGR,F(4)*DGR 
WRITE(12,10) F(1),F(5),F(6)*DGR,F(7)*DGR 

WRITE(13,10) F(1),F(8)*DGR,F(10)*DGR,F(9)*DGR 
WRITE(14,10) F(1),DC(5)*DGR,DC(1)*DGR,DC(8)*DGR,DC(9)*DGR, 

. THRSTX( 1) , THRUST(1)+THRUST(2) 
END IF 
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10 FORMAT(1X,1F7.2,8E12.4) 
30 FORMAT(1X,1F7.2,2E12.4,1X,1F9.3,1X,2E12.4) 

c 
C... GET ESTIMATES OF STABILITY DERIVATIVES BY TABLE LOOK-UP 
C 

EMAC = AMCH 
ALPDEG = F(6) * DGR 

c 
CALL STADER(EMAC, ALPDEG, 

, TCXB,TCZ2U, 
TCMB, TCMQ, TCMAD, 
TCLB,TCLP,TCLR, 
TCNB , TCNP,, TCNR) 

c 
C... COMPUTE BODY AXIS MOMENTS AND X-FORCE DUE TO STATES 
c 

QTS = QBAR*S 
QTSB = QBAR*S*B 
QTSC = QBAR*S*CBAR 
BOV2V=B  / (2.*F(5)) 
COV2V = CBAR / (2.*F(5)) 

C 
CRM = TCLB*F(7) + BOV2V*(TCLP*F(2) + TCLR*F(4)) 
CPM = TCMB + COV2V*(TCMQ*F(3) + TCMAD*DF(6)) 
CYM = TCNB*F(7) + BOV2V*(TCNP*F(2) + TCNR*F(4)) 
CXF = 1.02*TCXB 

C 
RM = QTSB*CRM 
PM = QTSC*CPM 
YM = QTSB*CYM 
XF = QTS*CXF 
ZU = QTS*TCZU 

C 
C... COMPUTE F1P 
C 

FIP(1) = - AIXZ * F(2) * F(3) - (AIY - AIZ) * F(3) * F(4) 
* - RM 
F1P(2) = - AIXZ * (F(4)**2 - F(2)%**2) - (AIZ - AIX) * F(2) * F(4) 

* - PM 
F1P(3) = AIXZ * F(3) * F(4) - (AIX - AIY) * F(2) * F(3) 

* - YM 
F1P(4) = 2*AMSS*G * (QO*Q2 - Q1*Q3) + AMSS * (F(3)*WBA - F(4)*VBA) 

* - XF 
C SBS SSA SSO ESS RSS SS SSO TSSSSTS SSO SSM SNS DDD OTe nee eens wm we 

GC GAMMA(1)...GAMMA(4) ARE EQUAL FROM DERIVATION = GAMMAQ (EULER PARAMS) 
C GAMMA(5) = GAMMA(6) (Y AND Z BODY AXIS VELOCITIES) 
C GAMMA(7)...GAMMA(10) ARE REDUNDANT, THEY ARE SET TO 1 

GAMMA(7) = 

GAMMA(8) = 1. 
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GAMMA(9) 
GAMMA( 10) 

1. 
1. 

. CHOOSE GAMMA'S & LAMBDA'S POSITIVE 

q
a
q
a
 

GAMMA( 1) 
GAMMA(5) 

100. 

30. 

RL? 
RL8 20. 
RL9 20. 
RL10 = 20. 

20. 

. READ IN MODEL DATA TO BE FOLLOWED BY THE PLANT 

a
a
n
g
 

READ(7,20) ZAMAN, FM(1),FM(2),FM(3),FM(4) 
READ(8,20) ZAMAN, FM(10),DFM(4),FM(5),FM(6) 
READ(9,20) ZAMAN, FM(7),DFM(1),FM(8),DFM(2),FM(9),DFM(3) 

20 FORMAT(1X,1F7.3,6E12.4) 

. PRINT OUT MODEL STATES AT EVERY IPRT STEPS .......cccccsvceccevcceas 

a
a
a
 

IF (MOD(III,IPRT).EQ.0) THEN 

. COMPUTE ALPHA,BETA,AND VELOCITY OF MODEL 

a
a
n
 

ZVEL 
ZALPHA 
ZBETA 

SQRT(FM(10)**2 + FM(5)**2 + FM(6)**2) 
ATAN(FM(6)/FM(10)) 
ASIN(FM(5)/ZVEL) 

. COMPUTE THETA,PHI AND PSI OF MODEL 

q
Q
q
a
n
a
 

T11 
T12 

FM(1)**2 + FM(2)**2 - FM(3)**2 - FM(4)**2 
2.*(FM(2)*FM(3) + FMC1)*FM(4)) 

T13 = 2.*(FM(2)*FM(4) - FMC1)*FM(3)) 
T23 = 2.*(FM(3)*FM(4) + FM(1)*FM(2)) 
T33 = FM(1)**2 - FM(2)**2 - FM(3)**2 + FM(4)**2 
ZTHETA = ASIN(-T13) 

ZPHI ATAN(T23/T33) 
ZPSI ATAN(T12/T11) 

. FIX FOR DISCONTINUITIES IN PHI OUTPUT 

q
a
n
 

IF(ABS(PHIOLD-ZPHI).GE.6.0) THEN 

ZPHI = ZPHI + 2.*PI 
GO TO 1 

END IF 
IF(ABS(PHIOLD-ZPHI).GE.3.0) THEN 

ZPHI = ZPHI + PI 
GO TO 1 
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END IF 
1 CONTINUE 

PHIOLD = ZPHI 

C... FIX FOR DISCONTINUITIES IN PSI OUTPUT 

IF(ABS(PSIOLD-ZPSI).GE.6.0) THEN 
ZPSI = ZPSI + 2.*PI 
GO TO 2 

END IF 
IFCABS(PSIOLD-ZPSI).GE.3.0) THEN 

ZPSI = ZPSI + PI 
GO TO 2 

END IF 
2 CONTINUE 

PSIOLD = ZPSI 

WRITE(16,10) F(1),FM(7)*DGR, FM(8)*DGR, FM(9)*DGR 
WRITE(17,10) F(1),ZVEL, ZALPHA*DGR, ZBETA*DGR 
WRITE(18,10) F(1),ZTHETA*DGR, ZPHI*DGR, ZPSI*DGR 

oeeenrteteev env eevre eve eemeveeer eer ee ee w ee ee seoene eee eeresnveeereveseetre ea eee eer eee eeeeveer es ees ae 

. COMPUTE ERRORS BETWEEN MODEL AND PLANT STATES 

a
m
a
q
a
n
a
 

ERROR(1) 
ERROR( 2) 
ERROR(3) 
ERROR(4) 
ERROR(5) 
ERROR(6) 
ERROR(7 ) 
ERROR(8) 
ERROR(9) 
ERROR( 10) 

FM(1) - QO 
FM(2) ~ Ql 
FM(3) ~ Q2 
FM(4) - Q3 
FM(5) - VBA 
FM(6) - WBA 
FM(7) ~ F(2) 
FM(8) - F(3) 
FM(9) - F(4) 
FM(10)- UBA 

.. COMPUTE CONTROL MODEL STATES 

q
a
n
 

TERM1 
TERM2 
TERM3 

FM(2)*QO + FM(3)*Q3 - FM(1)*Q1 - FM(4)*Q2 
FM(3)*QO + FM(4)*Q1 - FM(1)*Q2 - FM(2)*Q3 
FM(4)*QO + FM(2)*Q2 - FM(1)*Q3 - FM(3)*Q1 

FCM(1) 
* 

FCM(2) 
* 

FCM(3) 
* 

FCM(4) 

(GAMMA(1)*0.5/GAMMA(7)) * TERM1 
RL7 * ERROR(7) 
(GAMMA(1)*0.5/GAMMA(8)) * TERM2 
RL8 * ERROR(8) 
(GAMMA(1)*0.5/GAMMA(9)) * TERM3 
RL9 * ERROR(9) 
(-FM(9)*ERROR(5) + (FM(8) + (ZU/AMSS))*ERROR(6))* +

i
 

+
h
 

+ 
i 
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* GAMMA(5) /GAMMA( 10) + RL10 * ERROR(10) 

C... COMPUTE CONTROL MODEL STATE RATES 

DFCM(1) 
DFCM(2) 

DFCM(3) 
DFCM(4) 

a
a
 

F2CM(1) 
F2CM(2) 
F2CM(3) 
F2CM(4) 

a
a
a
 

RHS(1) 
RHS(2) 
RHS(3) 
RHS(4) 
CLREQ 
CMREQ 
CNREQ 
CXREQ 

F1P(1) 
F1P(2) 
F1P(3) 
F1P(4) 
RHS(1) 
RHS(2) 
RHS(3) 
RHS(4) 

a
a
a
a
 

ALT = F(11) 

. COMPUTE RHS OF B*U 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

.. FIND DERIVATIVE OF 
. AS A FUNCTION OF MACH AND ALTITUDE 

DFM(1) + FCM(1) 
DFM(2) + FCM(2) 
DFM(3) + FCM(3) 
DFM(4) + FCM(4) 

AIX*DFCM(1) - AIXZ*DFCM(3) 
AIY*DFCM(2) 
AIZ*DFCM(3) - AIXZ*DFCM(1) 
AMSS*DFCM(4) 

F2CM(1) 
F2CM(2) 
F2CM(3) 
F2CM(4) 
(QTSB) 
(QTSC) 
(QTSB) 
QTS 

PLA VS THRUST 

ZXDP = ENGDER(ALT, EMAC) 
ZCXDP = ZXDP / QTS 

. REPLACE MODEL SATE RATES BY CONTROL MODEL STATE RATES 

5 

C... COMPUTE U = B * RHS (DEFLECTIONS AND THROTTLE SETTING) 

CALL CONDER(EMAC, ALPDEG, CLREQ, CMREQ, CNREQ, CXREQ, ZCXDP, 
DHC , DAC, DDC, DRC, THRSTX(1) ) 

C... COMPENSATE FOR THE DEADBANDS ON THE THROTTLE 

THRSTX(1) = THRSTX(1) + 20. 

DEADBND = 97. - THRSTX(1) 

IF(DEADBND.GT.0.AND.DEADBND.LE.14) THRSTX(1) 

DEABND2 = 100. - THRSTX(1) 
IF(DEABND2.GT.0.AND.DEABND2.LE.2.) THRSTX(1) 

IF (MODCIII,IPRT).EQ.0) THEN 
WRITE(19,10) F(1),DHC*DGR, DAC*DGR, DDC*DGR, DRC*DGR 
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END IF 

IF(COMPENSATE) THEN 
CTRL1 = DHC 
CTRL2 = DAC 
CTRL3 = DDC 
CTRL4 = DRC 

CALL ACTCOMP(CTRL1,CTRL2,CTRL3,CTRL4, 
& COMD1,COMD2,COMD3,COMD4, 
& RATE1, RATE2, RATE3 , RATE4) 

DHC 
DAC 
DDC 
DRC 

END IF 

COMD1 
COMD2 
COMD3 
COMD4 

IF (MODC(III,IPRT).EQ.0) THEN 
WRITE(20,10) F(1),DHC*DGR,DAC*DGR, DDC*DGR, DRC*DGR 

END IF 

C... III IS A COUNTER FOR OUTPUT UPDATE AT EVERY IPRT STEPS 

ItII = IIi+1 
C 
C...SET LEFT AND RIGHT THROTTLES EQUAL & LIMIT 
C 

THRSTX(1) = FLIMIT(THRSTX(1),20.,127.1) 
THRSTX(2) = THRSTX(1) 

C 
RETURN 
END 

Coc c cece cece cece eee eceeeeeneeecseeuee seve ceceeeeeueeeeceeeees Seeeeees 
SUBROUTINE STADER(EMAC, ALPDEG, 

ZCXB, ZCZU, 
ZCMB , ZCMQ, ZCMAD, 
ZCLB, ZCLP, ZCLR, 
ZCNB, ZCNP,, ZCNR) 

Coc cece eee e ences eee cece cues cece et eeeeeeeeeeneeeeesensecveeeeeeees 
C 
C STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF CDC AIRCRAFT 
c 

IMPLICIT NONE 
C 

REAL ARRMCH(5),ARRALP(5) 

REAL ECLL(5,5),ECDB(5,5),ECZU(5,5) 
REAL ECM(5,5),ECMQ(5,5),ECMAD(5,5) 

REAL ECLB(5,5),ECLP(5,5),ECLR(5,5) 
REAL ECNB(5,5),ECNP(5,5),ECNR(5,5) 
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REAL EMAC, EMACH, ALPDEG, ALPHA, ALPHAX, RALP, RTD 
REAL RATM, RATM1, RATA, RATA1, RATX, RATX1 
REAL ACLL, UCLL, ZCLL, ACDB, UCDB, ZCDB, ZCXB, ACZU, UCZU, ZC2U 
REAL ACMB,UCMB, ZCMB, ACMQ, UCMQ, ZCMQ, ACMAD, UCMAD, ZCMAD 
REAL ACLB,UCLB, ZCLB,ACLP,UCLP, ZCLP, ACLR,UCLR, ZCLR 
REAL ACNB,UCNB, ZCNB, ACNP, UCNP, ZCNP, ACNR, UCNR, ZCNR 
INTEGER IMCH, IALP, IALPX,I,J,K,IFLAG 

DATA ECLL/ 
0.02500, 0.00000, 0.00000, -.02500, -.00500, 
0.79500, 0.83500, 0.87000, 0.92500, 0.73000, 
1.38500, 1.35500, 1.37500, 1.42000, 1.15000, 
1.54000, 1.49000, 1.50000, 1.42000, 1.15000, 

, 1.27000, 1.28000, 1.48500, 1.42000, 1.15000 / 
DATA ECDB/ 

0.01987, 0.01960, 0.02040, 0.04042, 0.04509, 
0.14985, 0.17455, 0.20758, 0.29129, 0.25443, 
0.82499, 0.78490, 0.85781, 1.06000, 0.52000, 
1.15788, 1.07288, 1.11400, 1.06000, 0.52000, 

. 0.58803, 0.63074, 1.08265, 1.06000, 0.52000 / 
DATA ECZU/ 

0.00004, 0.00000, 0.00017, -0.00004, -0.00002, 
-0.00007, -0.00010, -0.00073, 0.00061, 0.00044, 
0.00008, -0.00016, -0.00133, 0.00058, 0.00070, 
0.00015, -0.00006, -0.00143, 0.00058, 0.00074, 

, 0.00000, -0.00135, -0.00129, 0.00066, 0.00096 / 
DATA ECM/ 

-.00050, -.00150, 0.00050, 0.02000, 0.03050, 
-.06550, -.06550, -.08100, -.21750, -.17150, 
-.15500, -.17450, -.23100, -.34150, ~.34600, 
~,31450, -.33000, -.37000, -.34150, -.34600, 

. -.42000, -.43500, -.41500, -.34150, -.34600 / 
DATA ECMQ/ 

-10.000, -10.000, -6.000, -7.800, -6.800, 
-10.000, -10.000, -6.600, -7.800, -6.800, 
-10.000, -10.100, -7.800, -7.800, -6.800, 
-10.000, -11.500, -11.500, -7.800, -6.800, 

, -10.000, -11.200, -11.200, -7.800, -6.800 / 
DATA ECMAD/ 

-1.250, -1.250, -1.600, 2.000, -1.250, 
-0.750, -0.750, -0.950, 2.000, -1.250, 
0.200, 0.200, 0.200, 2.000, -1.250, 
0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 2.000, -1.250, 

, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 2.000, -1.250 / 
DATA ECLB/ 

-.08594, -.07878, -.08594, -.08594, -.06732, 
-.14324, -.12175, -.17905, -.11746, -.08594, 
~.12892, -.19337, -.21486, -.18621, -.13178, 
-.15756, -.15756, -.13608, -.15900, -.13178, 
-.12892, -.08594, -.09311, -.14324, -.13178 / 
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DATA ECLP/ 
.29000, -.23000, -.20000, 

-.29000, -.23000, -.20000, 
-.35000, -.16000, -.19000, 
-.52000, -.52000, -.51000, 
-.32000, -.42000, -.41000, 

DATA ECLR/ 
, 0.10000, 0.10000, 0.10000, 

0.31000, 0.31000, 0.31000, 
0.50000, 0.50000, 0.50000, 
0.51000, 0.51000, 0.51000, 

, 0.07000, 0.07000, 0.07000, 
DATA ECNB/ 

0.17189, 0.16473, 0.17905, 
0.08594, 0.07878, 0.04297, 
-.13751, -.10199, -.08594, 
-.13980, -.14668, -.13608, 

, -.14897, -.14668, -.14324, 
DATA ECNP/ 

0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 
-.03000, 0.02000, 0.02500, 
-.12000, -.12000, -.09000, 
-.01000, -.01000, -.01000, 

, 0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 
DATA ECNR/ 

-.37000, ~.37000, -.37000, 
-.45500, -.45500, -.45500, 
-.45000, -.45000, -.45000, 
~.30000, -.30000, -.30000, 
-.31000, -.31000, -.31000, 

c 
DATA ARRMCH /0.2,0.6,0.9,1.1,1.4/ 
DATA ARRALP /0.0,12.,24.,36.,48./ 
DATA RTD /57.29577951/ 

C 
EMACH = EMAC 
ALPHA = ALPDEG 

C 
IF(EMACH.LT.0.2) EMACH = 0.2 
IF(EMACH.GT.1.4) EMACH = 1.4 
ALPHAX = ABS(ALPHA) 
IFLAG = 0 
IF(ALPHA. LT.O. ) THEN 

ALPHA = 0. 
IF(ALPHAX.GT.12.) ALPHAX = 12. 
IFLAG = 1 

END IF 
IF(ALPHA. GT.48.) ALPHA = 48. 
IF(ALPHAX.GT.48.) ALPHAX = 48. 

C 
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o
O
o
o
o
o
 

Oo 

. 20000, 
20000, 
. 19000, 
30000, 
27000, 

.06000, 
21000, 
32000, 
32000, 
. 19000, 

.15756, 
04727, 
.13751, 
.15613, 
.15756, 

.00000, 

.01000, 
03000, 

0.00000, 
.00000, 

33200, 
.35500, 
27000, 
.21000, 
23000, 

o
o
o
 

0
 

0° 
O
o
o
 

o
O
o
 
0
0
0
 

23000, 
22000, 
21000, 
21000, 
.21000 / 

.03500, 

. 14000, 
20000, 
20000, 
.20000 / 

09884, 
02865, 
08308, 
08308, 
.08308 / 

.00000, 

.00200, 

.00000, 

.00000, 

.00000 / 

25000, 
28000, 
23000, 
23000, 
.23000 / 
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IMCH = 1 
DO 1 I = 2,4 
IF(EMACH.GE.ARRMCH(I)) IMCH 

1 CONTINUE 

( ARRMCH( IMCH+1) -ARRMCH( IMCH) ) 
12. 
/ 12. 

+ ECLLCIMCH,IALPX+1) *RATX 
+ ECLLCIMCH+1, IALPX+1)*RATX 

+ ECDBCIMCH,IALPX+1) *RATX 
+ ECDB( IMCH+1, IALPX+1)*RATX 

ECZUCIMCH,IALP) *RATA1 + ECZUCIMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
ECZUC IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 + ECZUC IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECM(IMCH,ITALP+1) *RATA 

C 
IALP = 1 
DO 2 J = 2,4 
IF(ALPHA.GE.ARRALP(J)) IALP = 

2 CONTINUE 
c 

IALPX = 1 
DO 3 K = 2,4 
IF(ALPHAX.GE.ARRALP(K)) IALPX = 

3. CONTINUE 
C 

RATM = (EMACH - ARRMCH(IMCH)) / 
RATA = (ALPHA - ARRALP(IALP)) / 
RATX = (ALPHAX - ARRALP(IALPX)) 
RATM1 = 1. - RATM 
RATA] = 1. - RATA 
RATX1 = 1. - RATX 

c 
C..2ZCLL 
C 

ACLL = ECLL(IMCH,IALPX) *RATX1 
UCLL = ECLL( IMCH+1, IALPX)*RATX1 
ZCLL = ACLL*RATM1 + UCLL*RATM 
IF(IFLAG.EQ.1) ZCLL = -ZCLL 

c 
C..ZCDB 
C 

ACDB = ECDB(IMCH,IALPX) *RATX1 
UCDB = ECDB( IMCH+1, IALPX)*RATX1 
ZCDB = ACDB*RATM1 + UCDB*RATM 

C 
C..ZCXB 
c 

RALP = ALPHAX/RTD 
ZCXB = ABS(ZCLL)*SIN(RALP) - ZCDB*COS(RALP) 

C 
C..ZCZU 
C 

ACZU = 
UCZU = 
ZCZU = ACZU*RATM1 + UCZU*RATM 

C 
C..ZCMB 
C 

ACMB = ECM(IMCH,IALP) *RATA1 + 
UCMB = 
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a
a
n
 

o
a
n
 

ZCMB 

. - 4CMQ 

ACMQ 
UCMQ 
ZCMQ 

. .ZCMAD 

ACMAD 
UCMAD 
ZCMAD 

.- ZCLB 

ACLB 
UCLB 
ZCLB 

. »4CLP 

ACLP 
UCLP 
ZCLP 

.- ZCLR 

ACLR 
UCLR 
ZCLR 

. . ZCNB 

ACNB 
UCNB 

ZCNB 

. -ZC0NP 

ACNP 
UCNP 

ZCNP 

. -ZCNR 

ACNR 
UCNR 

ZCNR 

ACMB*RATM1 + UCMB*RATM 

ECMQCIMCH,IALP) *RATA1 + 
ECMQ( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 + 
ACMQ**RATM1 + UCMQ*RATM 

ECMADCIMCH,IALP) *RATA1 
ECMAD( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 
ACMAD*RATM1 + UCMAD*RATM 

ECLBCIMCH,IALP) *RATA1 + 
ECLB( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 + 
ACLB*RATM1 + UCLB*RATM 

ECLP(IMCH,IALP) *RATA1 
ECLP( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 
ACLP*RATM1 + UCLP*RATM 

ECLR(IMCH,IALP) *RATA1 + 
ECLR( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 
ACLR*RATM1 + UCLR*RATM 

ECNBCIMCH,IALP) *RATA1 
ECNBC IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 

ACNB*RATM1 + UCNB*RATM 

ECNPCIMCH,IALP) *RATA1 
ECNP( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 

ACNP*RATM1 + UCNP*RATM 

ECNRCIMCH,IALP) *RATA1 + 
ECNR( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 + 

ACNR*RATM1 + UCNR*RATM 
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ECMQCIMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
ECMQ( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

+ ECMAD( IMCH, IALP+1) 

ECLBCIMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
ECLB( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECLP(IMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
ECLP( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECLR(IMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
ECLR( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECNBCIMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
ECNB( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECNP( IMCH, IALP+1) *RATA 
ECNP( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECNRCIMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
ECNR(C IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

*RATA 
+ ECMAD( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA



RETURN 
END 

Coc cece ccc cece cence eee eens ence eee eeeneeeeeeeeseeenneetecetaereees 
FUNCTION ENGDER( ALT, EMAC) 

Cole cece cece ccc cece cence eben tebe eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeseeneeees 
c 
C THROTTLE DERIVATIVES OF CDC ENGINE MODEL 
C 

IMPLICIT NONE 
c 

REAL AH(23,6) 
REAL ALTI(6) ,EMACH(23) 
REAL ALT,RALT,EMAC, RMCH, RATH, RATM 
REAL AYN, UYN,ENGDER 
INTEGER I, IALT,J, IMCH 

C 
DATA AH / 352.73, 359.84, 366.95, 378.68, 390.41, 403.17, 415.94, 

436.19, 371.02, 14%*363.98 , 
251.24, 261.87, 272.51, 292.08, 311.65, 327.73, 343.81, 
365.08, 289.4, 271.6, 253.81, 12*126.91 , 
2*172.95, 182.51, 197.84, 213.17, 239.71, 266.25, 
282.03, 223.05, 197.54, 172.03, 86.02, 0., 5.3, 9*10.6 , 
3*97.11, 108.92, 120.73, 138.75, 156.76, 184.03, 169.27, 
143.17, 117.08, 58.54, 0., 6.11, 12.22, 8.36, 4.51, 
3.59, 5*2.67 , 
4*43.25, 50.73, 61.54, 72.35, 87.84, 105.49, 88.52, 
71.56, 35.78, 0., 4.6, 9.21, 6.06, 2.92, 5.68, 8.44, 
4.48, 0.51, -7.43, -15.36 , 
7*17.84, 27.11, 39.21, 39.98, 40.76, 20.38, 0., 3.46, 

, 6.92, 6.65, 6.38, 7.36, 8.35, 5.06, 1.78, 2*-2.75 / 
DATA ALTI/ 0., 1.E4, 2.E4, 3.E4, 4.E4, 5.E4 / 
DATA EMACH/ 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 

1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 
1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 / 

C 
RALT = ALT 
RMCH = EMAC 

C 
IF(RALT.LT.O.) RALT = 0 
IF(RALT.GT.5.E4) RALT = 5.E4 
pDO11I=1,5 
IF(RALT.GE.ALTI(I)) IALT = I 
CONTINUE 

C 
IF(RMCH.LT.0.2) RMCH = 0.2 
IF(RMCH.GT.2.4) RMCH = 2.4 
DO 2 J = 1,22 
IF(RMCH.GE.EMACH(J)) IMCH = J 

2 CONTINUE 
c 
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RATH = (RALT - ALTI(IALT)) / 10000. 
RATM = (RMCH - EMACH(IMCH)) / 0.1 

C 
C..CORE ENGINE GRADIENT 
C 

AYN = AH(IMCH, IALT)*(1.-RATM) + AH(IMCH+1, IALT)*RATM 
UYN = AH(IMCH, IALT+1)*(1.-RATM) + AH(IMCH+1, IALT+1)*RATM 
ENGDER = AYN*(1.-RATH) + UYN*RATH 

C 
C.. AVOID DEADBANDS;THESE THRUST DERIVATIVES ARE INVERTED! 
c 

IF(ABS(ENGDER).LT.1.E-3) ENGDER = (1.E-3)*SIGN(1.,ENGDER) 
C 

RETURN 
END 

Coc cece cece eee n eee cece eben ee ee te enen en teen eeeunseeeteeeteeeeneees 
SUBROUTINE CONDER(EMAC, ALPDEG, CROLM, CPITM, CYAWM, CXFOR, ZCXDP, 

ZDE, ZDA, ZDT, ZDR, ZDP) 
a 

C 
C CONTROL DERIVATIVES OF CDC AIRCRAFT 
C 

IMPLICIT NONE 
C 

REAL ARRMCH(5),ARRALP(5) 
REAL ECLDE(5,5),ECDDE(5,5),ECMDE(5,5) 
REAL ECLDA(5,5),ECNDA(5,5),ECLDT(5,5) 
REAL ECLDR(5,5),ECNDR(5,5),ECNDT(5,5) 
REAL EMAC, EMACH, RATM, RATM1, ALPDEG, ALPHA, RATA, RATA1, RALP, RTD 
REAL ACLDE, ACDDE, ACMDE, ACLDA, ACNDA, ACLDT, ACNDT, ACLDR, ACNDR 
REAL UCLDE,UCDDE, UCMDE , UCLDA, UCNDA, UCLDT, UCNDT, UCLDR, UCNDR 
REAL ZCLDE, ZCDDE, ZCMDE, ZCLDA, ZCNDA, ZCLDT, ZCNDT, ZCLDR, ZCNDR 
REAL A2,B2,C2,D2,E2,F2,AE2F2,BD2F2,CD2E2,AD,BE,CF 
REAL BECF, ADCF, ADBE, DB2C2,EA2C2,FA2B2,DETBBT 
REAL GINV11,GINV21,GINV31, GINV12,GINV22,GINV32 
REAL CROLM, CPITM, CYAWM, CXFOR, ZCXDE, ZCXDP 
REAL ZDE,ZDP,ZDA, ZDT, ZDR 
INTEGER IMCH, IALP,I,J 

C 
DATA ECLDE/ 

0.32086, 0.45837, 0.45837, 0.41253, 0.22918, 
0.41253, 0.50421, 0.45837, 0.32085, 0.27502, 
0.50423, 0.50418, 0.41254, 0.45839, 0.18332, 
0.36670, 0.55002, 0.36670, 0.45839, 0.18332, 

, 0.18338, 0.18338, 0.32091, 0.45839, 0.18332 / 
DATA ECDDE/ 

0.00277, -.00504, -.00527, -.01361, -.00871, 
0.15243, 0.26988, 0.32338, 0.19941, 0.17904, 
1.03892, 1.03638, 0.77868, 1.21467, 0.14668, 
0.79097, 1.19468, 0.76640, 1.21469, 0.14668, 
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DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 
DATA 

DATA 

0.37783, 
ECMDE/ 

55462, 
54545, 
.43087, 
27961, 
04584, 

ECLDA/ 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

.04927, 
03724, 
.01662, 
.01662, 
.00974, 

ECNDA/ 
0 
0 
.00573, 
.00000, 
00401, 
.00573, 
.00401, 

ECLDT/ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

04297, 
04584, 
.05271, 
.06131, 
.05558, 

ECNDT/ 
0 
9) 
0 
0 

.03151, 
03438, 
.01719, 
.00859, 
.00974, 

ECLDR/ 

0 

0 

011459, 
.005730, 
.000000, 
.006875, 
.000000, 

ECNDR/ 
. 088808, 
.091673, 
027932, 
.011459, 
.010313, 

o
o
o
o
 

©
 

Oo 
oO 

o
o
 
o
o
o
 

o
O
o
 

ARRMCH /0.2,0. 
ARRALP /0.0,12.,24.,36.,48./ 
RTD /57.29577951/ 

EMACH = EMAC 
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37689, 0. 

55462, ~-. 
.56379, -. 
.41712, -. 
.27502, -. 
04584, - 

03782, 
02406, 
.02005, 
.01261, 
01031, 

.00458, 

.00000, 

.00573, -. 

.00573, -. 

.00458, -. 

.04297, 

.03724, 

.04870, 

.05157, 

.04870, 

02865, 
.03724, 
.00573, 
.01432, 
.02578, 

.006219, 

.000957, 

.001435, 

.004784, 
0.000000, 

6,0.9,1.1,1. 

074484, 
074484, 
.016759, 
018908, 
.010313, 

o
o
o
o
 

oe 
Oo 

©o 
a
o
o
o
o
 o

e 
1
o
o
n
9
e
 

67064, 1. 

57296, -. 
59587, -. 
50420, -. 
27502, -. 

.02578, 

.02521, 

.01375, 

.01604, 

.01031, 

00286, 
.00057, 

.22919, -. 

o
o
o
 

o
 

°e 
>)

 

00688, -. 
00573, -. 
00458, -. 

.04011, 

.04011, 
04698, 
04297, 
04870, 

.03151, 

.02578, 

.00000, 
03438, 
.02578, 

o
r
;
r
1
o
o
i
t
 

o
o
 
o
o
 

©
 

o
o
o
°
o
 ©
 

.003071, 
000000, 
.000000, 
002687, 
.000000, 

074484, 
065890, 
.013751, 
.013178, 
.010313, 

4/ 

21469, 0.14668 / 

50420, -.38044, 
61879, -.36211, 
71964, -.60504, 
71964, -.60504, 
71964, -.60504 / 

.01719, 0.00573, 

.01432, 0.00573, 

.01318, 0.00573, 

.01375, 0.00573, 

.01203, 0.00573 / 

.00172, 0.00000, 

.00057, -.00115, 
00630, -.00344, 
00573, -.00344, 
00516, -.00344 / 

.04183, 0.03782, 

.03209, 0.02865, 

.03667, 0.02865, 

.03495, 0.02865, 
03724, 0.02865 / 

,02177, 0.01432, 
.05099, 0.05157, 
.03438, 0.03839, 
.02292, 0.03839, 
.02578, 0.03839 / 

.003075, -.002487, 

.002645, -.002238, 

.000992, -.001492, 

.001653, -.001492, 

.000992, -.001492 / 

.063025, -.045837, 

.057296, -.040107, 

.017189, -.017189, 

.028648, -.028648, 

.028648, -.028648 / 
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ALPHA = ALPDEG 
c 

IF(EMACH.LT.0.2) EMACH = 0.2 
IF(EMACH.GT.1.4) EMACH = 1.4 
IF(ALPHA.LT.O. ) ALPHA = 0. 
IF(ALPHA.GT.48.) ALPHA = 48. 

C 
IMCH = 1 
DO 11 = 2,4 
IF(EMACH.GE.ARRMCH(I)) IMCH = I 

1 CONTINUE 
C 

IALP = 1 
DO 2 J = 2,4 
IF(ALPHA.GE.ARRALP(J)) IALP = J 

2 CONTINUE 
C 

RATM = (EMACH - ARRMCH(IMCH)) / (ARRMCH(IMCH+1) -ARRMCH( IMCH)) 
RATA = (ALPHA - ARRALP(IALP)) / 12. 
RATM1 = 1. - RATM 
RATAL = 1. - RATA 

C 
C..ZCLDE 
c 

ACLDE = ECLDE(IMCH,IALP) *RATA1 + ECLDE(IMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
UCLDE = ECLDE(IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 + ECLDE( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 
ZCLDE = ACLDE*RATM1 + UCLDE*RATM 

C 
C..ZCDDE 
C 

ACDDE = ECDDE(IMCH,IALP) ‘*RATA1 + ECDDE(IMCH,IALP+1) “RATA 
UCDDE = ECDDE(IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 + ECDDE( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 
ZCDDE = ACDDE*RATM1 + UCDDE*RATM 

C 
C..ZCXDE 
c 

RALP = ALPHA/RTD 
ZCXDE = ZCLDE*SIN(RALP) - ZCDDE*COS(RALP) 

C 
C.. ZCMDE 
C 

ACMDE = ECMDE(IMCH,IALP) *RATA1 + ECMDE(IMCH,IALP+1) “*RATA 
UCMDE = ECMDE(IMCH+1,IALP)*RATA1 + ECMDE( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 
ZCMDE = ACMDE*RATM1 + UCMDE*RATM 

c 
C..ZCLDA 
C 

ACLDA = ECLDA(IMCH,IALP) ‘*RATA1 + ECLDA(IMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
UCLDA = ECLDA(IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 + ECLDA( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 
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a
a
n
 

ZCLDA 

.. ZCNDA 

ACNDA 
UCNDA 

ZCNDA 

. » ZCLDT 

ACLDT 
UCLDT 
ZCLDT 

. . ZCNDT 

ACNDT 
UCNDT 
ZCNDT 

. -ZCLDR 

ACLDR 
UCLDR 
ZCLDR 

. .ZCNDR 

ACNDR 
UCNDR 
ZCNDR 

A2 
B2 
C2 
D2 
E2 
F2 

AE2F2 

BD2F2 

CD2E2 

AD 

BE 

CF 

BECF 

ACLDA*RATM1 + UCLDA*RATM 

ECNDACIMCH,IALP) *RATA1 
ECNDAC IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 

ACNDA*RATM1 + UCNDA*RATM 

ECLDT(IMCH,IALP) *RATA1 
ECLDT( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 
ACLDT*RATM1 + UCLDT*RATM 

ECNDT(IMCH,IALP) *RATA1 

ECNDT( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 
ACNDT*RATM1 + UCNDT*RATM 

ECLDR(IMCH,IALP) *RATA1 
ECLDR( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 
ACLDR*RATM1 + UCLDR*RATM 

ECNDRCIMCH,IALP) *RATA1 
ECNDR( IMCH+1, IALP)*RATA1 
ACNDR*RATM1 + UCNDR*RATM 

ZCLDA**2 
ZCLDT**2 
ZCLDR**2 
ZCNDA**2 
ZCNDT**2 
ZCNDR**2 

ZC 

ZC 

ZC 

ZCLDA*(E2 + F2) 

ZCLDT*(D2 + F2) 

ZCLDR*(D2 + E2) 

LDA*ZCNDA 

LDT*ZCNDT 

LDR*ZCNDR 

BE + CF 

AD + CF 
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ECNDA(IMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
ECNDA( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECLDTCIMCH, IALP+1) *RATA 
ECLDT( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECNDTCIMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 

ECNDT( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECLDRCIMCH, IALP+1) *RATA 
ECLDR( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 

ECNDRCIMCH,IALP+1) *RATA 
ECNDR( IMCH+1, IALP+1)*RATA 
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ADBE = AD + BE 

DB2C2 
EA2C2 
FA2B2 

ZCNDA*(B2 + C2) 
ZCNDT*(A2 + C2) 
ZCNDR*(A2 + B2) 

DETBBT = ZCLDA*AE2F2 + ZCLDT*BD2F2 + ZCLDR*CD2E2 
- 2,.*AD*BECF - 2.*BE*CF 

IF(ABS(DETBBT).LT.1.E-9) THEN 
WRITE(5,*) 'BBT SINGULAR ',DETBBT,' MACH ',EMACH,' ALP ',ALPHA 
DETBBT = (1.E-9)*SIGN(1. ,DETBBT) 
END IF 

GINV11 
GINV21 
GINV31 
GINV12 
GINV22 
GINV32 

(AE2F2 - ZCNDA*BECF) / DETBBT 
(BD2F2 - ZCNDT*ADCF) / DETBBT 
(CD2E2 - ZCNDR*ADBE) / DETBBT 
(DB2C2 - ZCLDA*BECF) / DETBBT 
(EA2C2 - ZCLDT*ADCF) / DETBBT 
(FA2B2 - ZCLDR*ADBE) / DETBBT 

ZDA 
ZDT 
ZDR 

GINV11*CROLM + GINV12*CYAWM 
GINV21*CROLM + GINV22*CYAWM 
GINV31*CROLM + GINV32*CYAWM 

IF(ABS(ZCMDE).LT.1.E-6) THEN 
WRITE(5,*) 'CMDE TOO SMALL ',ZCMDE,' MACH ',EMACH,’ ALP ',ALPHA 
ZCMDE = (1.E-6)*SIGN(1. ,ZCMDE) 
END IF 

IF(ABS(ZCXDP).LT.1.E-6) THEN 
WRITE(5,*) 'CXDP TOO SMALL ',ZCXDP,' MACH ',EMACH,' ALP ',ALPHA 
ZCXDP = (1.E-6)*SIGN(1. ,ZCXDP) 
END IF 

ZDE = CPITM / ZCMDE 
ZDP =(CXFOR + ABS(ZCXDE*ZDE)) / ZCXDP 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE ACTCOMP (DE, DA, DT, DR, 
& DEC, DAC, DTC, DRC, 
& RDE, RDA, RDT, RDR) 

ee oveweveeveeevnevnenveeeeneneevosvsseeereer eee eveeeveeveeene sane eveeeeer eee ees ere e een ewn ener eee ere eae 

D* ---- CONTROL DEFLECTIONS REQ'D BY MFC (INPUT) 
D*C ---- CONTROL COMMANDS TO THE ACTUATORS (OUTPUT) 
RD* ---- CONTROL DEFLECTION RATES REQ'D BY MFC (OUTPUT) 

a
q
a
d
g
a
g
q
g
a
y
n
u
i
a
n
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* ==> FOR ELEVATOR 
FOR AILERON 
FOR TAILERON (DIFFERENTIAL TAIL) 
FOR RUDDER 

* -=> 

* ==> 

* =-> A
r
j
>
 Fi

 

MFC = MODEL FOLLOWING CONTROLLER 

RATES ARE APPROXIMATED BY THE BACKWARD DIFFERENCE FORMULA 
DEFLECTIONS ARE TAKEN TO BE ZERO INITIALLY 

IMPLICIT NONE 

M
q
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
n
 

Q
 

REAL DE,DA,DT,DR 
REAL DEC,DAC,DTC,DRC 
REAL RDE,RDA,RDT,RDR 

REAL DHL,DHR,DAL,DAR 
REAL DHLC,DHRC,DALC,DARC 
REAL RDHL,RDHR,RDAL,RDAR 

REAL DHLP,DHRP,DALP,DARP,DRP 

.. LIMITER FUNCTION 

a
q
a
q
n
 

REAL FLIMIT 

REAL H 
LOGICAL FIRST 
DATA H/0.02/ 
DATA FIRST/. TRUE. / 

IF(FIRST) THEN 

DHLP 
DHRP 
DALP 
DARP 
DRP i

o
u
n
u
 

dn 

o
o
o
0
o
°
o
 

FIRST = .FALSE. 

EACH AILERON AND HORIZONTAL TAIL HAS ITS OWN ACTUATOR. 
IT'S MORE SUITABLE TO WORK WITH LEFT/RIGHT AILERONS & HORIZONTALS. 

...COMPUTE INDEPENDENT DEFLECTION OF EACH HORIZONTAL TAIL AND AILERON 

LEFT AND RIGHT HORIZONTALS: 

a
a
a
a
q
a
n
r
a
a
q
a
n
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DHL = DE + DT/2. 
DHR = DE - DT/2. 

C 
C LEFT AND RIGHT AILERONS: 
C 

DAL = DA / 2. 
DAR =-DA / 2. 

c 
C...COMPUTE RATES BY FORWARD DIFFERENCES 
c 

RDHL = (DHL-DHLP) / H 
RDHR = (DHR-DHRP) / H 
RDAL = (DAL-DALP) / H 
RDAR = (DAR-DARP) / H 
RDR = ( DR-DRP ) / H 

c 
C...COMPUTE COMMAND INPUTS TO THE ACTUATORS 
C 

DHLC = RDHL / 20. + DHL 
DHRC = RDHR / 20. + DHR 
DALC = RDAL / 20. + DAL 
DARC = RDAR / 20. + DAR 
DRC =RDR / 20. + DR 

c 
C...CURRENT DEFLECTIONS BECOME PREVIOUS ONES FOR THE NEXT STEP 

DHLP = DHL 
DHRP = DHR 
DALP = DAL 
DARP = DAR 
DRP = DR 

C 
C...BACK TO THE ELEVATOR/TAILERON AND AILERON CONVENTION 
C 
C...DEFLECTIONS: 
C 

DEC = (DHLC+DHRC) / 2. 
DAC = DAL*2. 
DTC = DHLC-DHRC 
DRC = DRC 

C 
C...RATES: 
C 

RDE = (RDHL+RDHR) / 2. 
RDA = RDAL*2. 
RDT = RDHL-RDHR 
RDR = RDR 

C 
RETURN 
END 
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